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Abstract

The electromagnetic form factors of the pion play a role in investigations of various

electromagnetic interactions. We calculate the off-shell pion form factors using chiral

perturbation theory, which is the effective theory for QCD at low energies. Chiral per-

turbation theory has previously been used to calculate the on-shell form factors. The

formalism is here described, and it is modified to accomodate possible off-shell contribu-

tions to Green functions in the pseudoscalar meson sector. We find that in addition to

the phenomenological constant `L 9 ' associated with the pion charge radius, another phe-

nomenological constant enters the electromagnetic form factor fi-,E. This constant scales

a contribution that is linear in (p2 — ml) for either of the pions at the vertex.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Effective field theory is a useful tool for systematically analyzing the low energy limit of

some underlying, more complete theory [1]. Chiral perturbation theory is the effective

theory of the Standard Model at the lowest energies; it is used to study several types of

low energy QCD processes. Although it is an extension of ideas that have been around

since the 1960's, chiral perturbation theory really has its origins in a 1979 paper by

S. Weinberg [2], in which he showed how the low energy sector of QCD, consisting of

almost-massless Goldstone bosons, can be treated perturbatively. The theory was then

systematized by J. Gasser and H. Leutwyler in 1984 and 1985 [3, 4], and has become

quite popular in recent years. (For reviews of chiral perturbation theory, see, for example,

Mei/3ner [1], Bijnens [5], Pich [6].)

The most distinguished characteristic of chiral perturbation theory is that it is based

only on symmetry. It is not a model; rather it is a calculational tool which exploits

observed symmetries of QCD to make a range of phenomenological predictions. The

predictions of the theory are valid to the degree to which the symmetries hold in the

real world. Symmetries tie the Standard Model together in profound ways, and can give

surprising relationships connecting sectors of particle physics that are usually conceptu-

alized separately. A famous example is the Goldberger-Treiman relation [7], which is a

simple connection between constants of the weak and the strong interactions. The origin

of the relation is chiral symmetry.

1



Chapter 1. Introduction^ 2

In this study, chiral perturbation theory will be used to calculate the pion electro-

magnetic form factors generalized to off-mass-shell (p2 m 2 ) pions. This is an extension

of previous work which has addressed only the on-shell behaviour of these form factors.

A pion consists of a quark and an antiquark bound by the strong force. In general,

particles comprised of quarks are known as hadrons. Any composite particle has dynamic

structure, which is manifested in its interactions.

A form factor (also known as a 'structure function') is a function of Lorentz scalars

which characterizes the interaction of a composite particle with another particle over a

range of energies. It can be thought of as the 'shape' of a particle in momentum space,

in analogy with the concept of shape in position space. For example, in a nonrelativistic

framework, the electromagnetic form factor can be interpreted as the Fourier transform

of the charge distribution. The form factor is an object of common utility — as opposed

to a spatial distribution — because scattering theory is formulated in terms of energy-

momentum. (For an elementary discussion of form factors, see, for example, Halzen and

Martin [8].)

The pion is the lightest hadron. The form factors to be calculated will describe the

interaction of this charged bound state with a single photon. Because of the small masses

of the particles involved, this interaction is one of the simplest and cleanest in QCD. It

is ideally suited for an effective theory calculation. The calculation of the on-shell pion

electromagnetic form factors using chiral perturbation theory can, for example, be found

in references [3, 9, 10].

It is useful to discuss off-shell form factors, since the form factors characterize a

Green function — in the present case, that of the two-pion/one-photon vertex — and

this object has completely general applicability in the analysis of scattering processes

involving the particles in question. What we will find is a genuine off-shell characteristic

of one of the form factors when we consider the vertex in its full generality. A new term
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appears which is not present on-shell, and this term is parametrized by an undetermined

phenomenological constant. One can hope that this virtual effect will be measurable in

an experiment which incorporates a half off-shell pion/photon vertex.

Before the result is derived, several chapters must be devoted to introducing the theory

behind the calculation. In Chapter 2, a general background is given on chiral perturbation

theory, and we describe the change that must be made for the present application. In

Chapter 3, the effective Lagrangian is constructed starting from an elementary set of

assumptions. In Chapter 4 we renormalize the modified effective Lagrangian theory, and

finally, in Chapter 5 the electromagnetic form factors are calculated.



Chapter 2

The Chiral Perturbation Theory Formalism

2.1 Introduction

Chiral perturbation theory is based on an effective, or phenomenological, Lagrangian.

Parameters in an effective Lagrangian are fitted to describe the low energy regime of

a more complicated theory. An effective theory, in general, breaks down as the energy

rises. An energy scale enters the theory, and it is relative to this scale that energies will

be considered as 'low'. The phenomenological parameters characterizing the effective

theory contain information about the underlying theory. They represent the degrees

of freedom 'frozen in' at low energy. In principle, the values of these parameters are

calculable from the underlying theory; however, in practice, they are usually determined

using experimental information.

The effective theory for the lowest energy hadrons is a reformulation of QCD, whose

degrees of freedom are the quarks and gluons. We will be studying in particular the

sector of the theory which describes the octet of pseudoscalar mesons. Although it is

written down in a different form compared to QCD, the effective theory for these particles

possesses the same symmetries, and this is the important connection. The symmetries

demanded by QCD are Lorentz, C, P and T symmetries, and, in the limit of vanishing

quark masses, chiral symmetry.

In this chapter the meaning of chiral symmetry will be explained, and the formalism

built upon that symmetry will be introduced.

4



Chapter 2. The Chiral Perturbation Theory Formalism^ 5

2.2 Chiral Symmetry in QCD

The QCD Lagrangian is

QCD =^+ q (i7 /1 Dit^M ) q
^

(2.1)

where Dti is the gauge covariant derivative, Gm, is the gluon field strength tensor, and

M is the quark mass matrix. The theory possesses a symmetry called chiral symmetry

in the limit that M = 0.

Chiral symmetry is invariance of the theory under separate SU(3) transformations of

qL^ —
1

(1 —75) q ,^
1
(1+'75)q,= qR = 22

(2.2)

which are the the left- and right-handed helicity components of the quark wavefunction

(hence the term `chiral'). The left- and right-handed division means there are two en-

tirely non-interacting sectors of the theory, each invariant under its own transformations.

The symmetry group is therefore written SU(3)R x SU(3) L , or referred to as 'chiral

SU(3) x SU(3)'.

The masses of the three lightest quarks, the up, down, and strange, are in fact very

small relative to typical energy scales of QCD [1], whereas the charm, or c, quark and

the other quarks are much heavier. Thus the usual chiral perturbation theory is a theory

for just these three flavours:

q = d (2.3)

To the extent that the three masses can be taken as zero, SU(3)R x SU(3) L is a good

symmetry. The fact that this is only an approximation in the real world is the motivation

for chiral perturbation theory. A perturbative expansion around the zero mass limit

comprises the theory.
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The breaking of the symmetry occurs on two different levels. The SU(3)R x SU(3)L

is spontaneously broken down to SU(3), which means there is a symmetry of the theory

not shared by the vacuum. This, by Goldstone's theorem, leaves a spectrum of eight

massless bosons. Secondly, the SU(3) under which these Goldstone bosons transform is

actually only an approximate symmetry; it is broken explicitly by the nonzero values of

the quark masses.

We will not discuss Goldstone's theorem other than to say that first, it dictates the

number of massless excitations based on the dimension of the broken symmetry subgroup,

and second, it dictates their quantum numbers based on the broken symmetry of the

vacuum. The number of Goldstone bosons in this case is eight, and they have spin and

parity JP = 0- , making them pseudoscalars. These are the mesons to be considered in

the present form factor calculation. The pion is one example of this type of particle.

The explicit symmetry breaking is introduced into the theory by the mass term M.

The quark masses impart mass to the Goldstone bosons in turn, and consequently these

particles are known as 'almost-Goldstone' bosons.

2.3 Chiral Symmetry in the Goldstone Boson Theory

We must motivate the transition from the QCD quark theory to an effective theory based

instead on the Goldstone bosons.

The SU(3) symmetry obeyed approximately by these Goldstone bosons is an ex-

tension of isospin symmetry. Isospin, or 'isotopic' spin, was invented to describe the

approximate symmetry evident in the nucleon system, where the proton and the neutron

are almost degenerate in mass. In the quark model, this observed symmetry is described

by the approximate degeneracy in the u and d quark masses. Generalizing to SU(3),

one includes a third flavour of quark, the s, and the fundamental representation becomes
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3-dimensional. When necessary, we will refer to this symmetry as 'generalized isospin'.

One can write a new representation for a symmetry group. As an example, consider

the SU(2) symmetry obeyed (almost) by the u and d quarks. These quarks form a

2-dimensional, or spinor, representation of this symmetry group, and analogously, the

two nucleons p and n form a 2-dimensional representation. However, we find the same

underlying symmetry manifested in a different set of particles — the pions 7r+, 7r ,

and 7r°   which are also comprised of u and d quarks. These three particles form a

3-dimensional, or vector, representation of the same SU(2) group.

In the case of SU(3), the effective theory will be based on the 8-dimensional repre-

sentation of the group, which will be just the collection of the pseudoscalar Goldstone

bosons. This representation is written as the octet

=^Ai 7r2^ (2.4)
i=i

where the )p i 's are the eight Gell-Mann matrices and the 7i2 parameters are a set of

fields with the quantum numbers JP = The matrix thus generated is traceless and

hermitean. It is equal to

7 3 + 7778^7x1 — 2 772^K4 - i/f5 -

+ 27x2 —71-3 + 0778 K6 - iK7
^(2.5)

K4 + i K5 K6 + K7^- 778

The 7ri fundamental fields are represented in convenient notation; however, we have yet to

do a translation to the octet of physical particles. We will refer to the basis in which the

particles in 0' are written as the Pauli or numerical basis. The i indices are generalized

isospin vector indices.

The physical pions that are eigenstates of electric charge are defined as follows in

=



2
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terms of the fundamental fields:

7r+ =

7T -^ vi72

iro = 73.
^ (2.6)

Notice that the charged pions are complex conjugates of each other. With similar defi-

nitions for the kaons and the eta, one changes the basis and writes the octet

The matrix 0 will be the basis for the theory we will write down. Reference will also be

made, however, to the fundamental fields shown in equation (2.5).

In chiral perturbation theory the representation for the chiral Lagrangian [2, 11] is a

nonlinear function of the meson field 0. The simplest choice among an infinite number

of possibilities is the exponential

u( 0 (x )) e (2.8)

where F0 is a constant having the appropriate dimensions, which turns out to be the

pion decay constant. The matrix-valued function U is the building block from which an

effective Lagrangian is constructed. U transforms linearly under chiral SU(3) x SU(3);

this transformation will be discussed in the next chapter.

(2.7)
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2.4 Issues in the Use of the Effective Lagrangian

2.4.1 The Formalism to 0(p4 )

There exists a unique series expansion of the S-matrix in powers of the energy-momentum

p. This is generically referred to as the 'energy expansion'. The justification for a theory

based on the nonlinear representation is that the S-matrix expansion generated should

represent that of the complete theory, order by order. Therefore the lowest terms in the

expansion yield a phenomenological approximation to the complete theory [12].

The Lagrangian that describes the Goldstone boson system at leading order is

G2 = --(IF (D"Ut D4 U) + 4F (xt U + xUt)
4

(2.9)

where AL is the chiral covariant derivative and x introduces the nonzero quark mass

matrix M. This is the unique lowest order Lagrangian that follows from the assumptions

of the linearly transforming U and the addition of a mass term x that transforms chirally

in the same way as U. The subscript 2 refers to the energy dimension of the Lagrangian.

Each covariant derivative supplies one power of p in the energy expansion, and the mass

matrix is assumed to be 0(p2 ).

To extend the formalism to 0(p4 ), a Lagrangian f 4 is added which contains four

derivatives (or two derivatives and one mass insertion, or two mass insertions). This

extension is nontrivial because of the introduction of loops, and therefore divergences,

into S-matrix elements. The Gasser and Leutwyler formalism [3, 4] is the general theory

based on £ 2 + .C4. Their theory possesses a tractably small number of phenomenological

parameters — all of which have been estimated from experimental data [10].
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2.4.2 Perturbation Expansion

Some general comments should be made concerning the use of the effective Lagrangian

to do perturbation theory.

The Gasser and Leutwyler formalism gives one the material to calculate the energy

expansion up to order p4 . In practice, one thinks about a calculation in terms of Feynman

diagrams. To calculate these diagrams from the different components of the Lagrangian,

one must keep in mind the 'order' of the particular part of the Lagrangian. This translates

into the number of derivatives in its derivative-only interaction term — this number

directly represents the energy dimension.

A result that neatly summarizes what we need to know is the following expression

for a general S-matrix element [2]. The only dimensional quantities that appear in the

theory are the energy scale p of the scattering, the fixed renormalization scale ,u, and the

phenomenological coupling constants, and one will find that all terms in the calculated

S-matrix element have this form:

sfi = f( ilia) (2.10)

where

D = 2 + E Nd(d — 2) + (2.11)

characterizes the energy dimension. The parameters d, Nd, and N.L, describe the Feynman

diagram from which a given term arises: Nd is the number of vertices coming from

interaction Lagrangian terms with d derivatives, and /V", is the number of loops.

One can see from this formula that the G 2 Lagrangian, whose interaction term has

d = 2, will contribute with p2 at tree-diagram level (Ni, = 0), and with p4 at one-

loop level. The £ 4 Lagrangian has d = 4, and at tree-level will contribute at 0(p4 ).

However, if N.L, is nonzero, then Nd must be nonzero, so loop diagrams calculated from
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this Lagrangian will contribute to the S-matrix element at least at 0(p6 ), and are to be

neglected.

2.4.3 The Off-Shell Modification

The highest order Lagrangian included in calculations (L 4 in the present formalism) will

always be used at tree-level. This has an important implication. In the description of

physical processes, this part of the Lagrangian will describe only states that satisfy an

equation of motion, which is to say states that are 'on their mass shell'. In such cases

it is appropriate to restrict the form of the Lagrangian. One uses the effective equation

of motion at next-to-highest order. The Gasser and Leutwyler £2 + £4 formalism does

incorporate the L2 equation of motion as a constraint on L4 [4].

Interaction diagrams having more than one vertex can be decomposed into tree-level

diagrams, each of which is described by a vertex function having one or more legs off-

shell. Such a vertex function is characterized by off-shell form factors. If one wishes to

discuss these unphysical vertex functions, one cannot restrict the interaction Lagrangian

by an equation of motion [13]. One must in general add back into the Lagrangian those

terms which vanished through the use of the equation of motion. It has been crucial

to recognize this fact, for the following reason. Because of the nature of the effective

Lagrangian approach, one does derive a self-consistent result starting with the restricted

effective Lagrangian. In the case of the form factor, this self-consistency is manifested

in the solution of the Ward-Takahashi identity. We will discover that if one carries out

the off-shell form factor calculation with the standard £2 + £4 Lagrangian, one will

obtain a result fully consistent with the Ward-Takahashi identity, even though in fact

the Lagrangian is not the most general for the purposes of that calculation.

Thus, for the present undertaking, the important first step is to examine the derivation

of the Gasser and Leutwyler effective Lagrangian. We must make sure to keep the full
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generality of the highest order component £4. As will be seen, two new structures appear

if the on-shell constraint is not applied. These structures involve the second derivative

of a field (to be precise, the chiral covariant second derivative).

The second derivative interaction is not new to the present treatment, but in fact

appears in the calculation of the L9 component within the on-shell form factor; thus, our

result seems fully justified by preceding work. Nonetheless, it is worth pointing out that

this issue has been under study recently. The use of interactions involving higher than

single derivatives is a departure from the usual Hamilton-Lagrange formalism underlying

quantum field theories. In fact, in general, theories with higher order derivatives have

unsatisfactory properties. These interactions can, however, be used successfully in the

context of effective field theories [14]. For a recent proof concerning the use of effective

Lagrangians at first order in perturbation theory, see Grosse-Knetter [14].



Chapter 3

The Effective Lagrangian

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we will derive the effective Lagrangian. The goal is to construct the most

general possible Lagrangian obeying SU(3)R x SU(3)L symmetry that also incorporates

a symmetry-breaking mass term. This Lagrangian must also be invariant under the

symmetries C and P. We will see that the O(p4 ) part of this most general Lagrangian

includes two terms which vanish when the equation of motion of the 0(p2 ) part is satisfied.

These form an addition to the usual L4 used for on-shell calculations.

3.2 Definitions

The theory is a spontaneously broken gauge theory based on the linearly transforming

U(x), and gauge fields denoted v„(x) and a „(x). In this section we present the basic

properties of these objects [4], introduce the chiral covariant derivative, and define the

explicit symmetry breaking scheme.

Chiral symmetry is invariance under the local transformation

A(x)^52R(x) A(x) 121(x)

R,L E SU (3)^ (3.1)

for matrices A(x) that comprise the Lagrangian. Objects A(x) that transform this way

will be referred to as 'chiral matrices'.

13
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The explicit representation used for U has been given in equation (2.8). The trans-

formation for this matrix is

U(x) —> C2R (x)U(x),(21(x).^ (3.2)

For Ut, which also enters the nonlinear represention,

Ut(x) —> 52L(x)Ut(x)121(x)^ (3.3)

which is the hermitean conjugate of (3.2). U is unitary:

UtU =- 1^ (3.4)

and has determinant 1.

Transformation (3.1) is to represent a local gauge symmetry. One constructs a covari-

ant derivative to be used in place of the ordinary derivative, with the defining property

that the covariant derivative of a chiral matrix must transform also as a chiral matrix.

The definition is

DmU^a,iu - i(v,+ am)U iU(vm — am ),^(3.5)

which brings the gauge field coupling into the Lagrangian. We will show at the end of

this section that D„U transforms according to equation (3.1).

For reference, we list here

Dm Ut^amUt iUt (vm + a m ) — i(vm — aixt
^

(3.6)

which is simply the hermitean conjugate of (3.5) — subject to the important defini-

tion (3.7) below.

Multiple derivatives Dm D,,U, etc., are also allowed, and always have the transforma-

tion property (3.1).
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We use this notational convention for adjoint quantities:

D i,Ut ---, (D I,U)t^ (3.7)

wherever single, or multiple, covariant derivatives are involved. Care must be taken when

explicitly writing out the expansion of a daggered multiple derivative.

A further convention is as follows. A derivative operator will be understood to apply

only to the field that directly follows it, so we will suppress the parentheses:

DgUUt^(D4U)Ut^ (3.8)

Or

at,0000 1-- (atiO) 000.^ (3.9)

Where necessary for clarity, parentheses will be used.

The gauge fields (note they are 3 x 3 matrices) are written as (v i, + ct,) and (v„ — a,)

because the two SU(3) symmetries hold independently, and these are the linear combina-

tions of gauge fields which couple to the right- and left-handed components of the meson

wavefunction, respectively. We will use the abbreviations

r = v -I- a

^

A — A^A

10 = v — a—^A^li

for these gauge fields or for what can equivalently be referred to as 'external currents'.

The external currents must transform according to

rp —* C2R (r, + 00 )Cit

//, —÷ 110„ + 04 )14
^

(3.10)

to compensate for the transformation (3.2) of U and guarantee the chiral transformation

of D4U.
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^

An important property satisfied by both^and a t, is that they are traceless mat-

rices [4].

`Field strength' tensors are defined by

i[D D

= FAR,U — UFR^ (3.11)

where

FR^—^— i[r t„ r v ]

F„L,^ (3.12)

Taking the adjoint of (3.11) yields

OTT, — Ft,Lu Ut

= —i(ED t„ D,,W)t
^

(3.13)

which we list here for later use.

It is the components FR and Ft,L, which will be considered as separately transforming

structures, for full generality. These tensors however, as suggested by their categorization

under `R' and ' L' superscripts, are not SU(3)R x SU(3) L, building blocks. They transform

according to

FR

FL

R ^\QR(x)F QR(x)

LCiL (x) F„ f2L(x) (3.14)

as can be shown using transformations (3.10). Notice that the inclusion of the matrix U

either on the right or left side of Fi,Ru' L leaves an SU(3)R x SU(3)L object. For example,
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one has the transformation

FRU -* fiRFt,R,,Q1C2RUCit

= S2RF,,R,U521

using the fact that the transformation matrix C2R is unitary: 52R52R ^1. A covariant

derivative of a tensor must incorporate U (or Ut, as appropriate) with the tensor, so

that the derivative acts on a chiral matrix.

Note the following useful properties of the field strength tensors:

FR,L t _ FR,L^ (3.15)Au^Pv

FR 'P 1/^vpL — —FR 'L^(3.16)

Finally, one introduces the symmetry-breaking component in the form of a general

complex matrix, written

x = 2130 (s + ip)^ (3.17)

where s and p are scalar and pseudoscalar densities. One assumes that x transforms

chirally

x(x) ---* f2R(x)x (x)f2I(x)
^

(3.18)

so as to leave the Lagrangian SU(3)R x SU(3)L invariant. This is just an ansatz used to

set up a general Lagrangian whose symmetry can be broken. The assumption is that to

apply the theory to the real world, one will break the symmetry in a very specific way,

by setting s = M and p = 0, where M is the quark mass matrix

M=

mu

0

0

0

and

0

0

0

m s

(3.19)
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One is then expanding in the (very small) quark masses.

The power counting scheme is set up in such a way that x is proportional to the

squared meson masses, but, containing a single power of M, it depends linearly on the

quark masses. The phenomenological constant B0 makes the connection between the

two. An interesting discussion of this part of the theory can be found in Stern et al. [15].

These authors have made a generalization of chiral perturbation theory which leads to a

different power counting scheme and a different set of Lagrangians than the standard £2

and £4 with which we will be dealing.

The important point for present purposes is that x has 0(p2 ) energy dimension. The

definition of a covariant derivative Dp x can be made, and is the same as that for the

covariant derivative of U, since both U and x transform as chiral matrices.

The energy dimensions of the other quantities are as follows: U is dimensionless; the

covariant derivative is 0(p); the field strength tensors, deriving from the second covariant

derivative, are 0(p2 ).

(A) will be used to denote the trace of a matrix A in SU(3) space.

3.2.1 Chiral Transformation Property of the Covariant Derivative

Let us verify the transformation property of the covariant derivative of a chiral matrix.

In the following proof we make use of

a,utu = —uta,u^(3.20)

which holds for a unitary matrix U. This identity follows directly from definition (3.4).

The covariant derivative must, under chiral transformations of the fields and the

external sources, have the invariant form indicated by equation (3.5). Hence, we apply
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the transformations

U —>

^

--> C2R (r,^ia,),C2tR

/,^QL(/‘,^ia,i )S21
^

(3.21)

to derive

DpU -> 0 ,(C2RU fib - 2 Rr ,,U fit + RU 1^+ fiRamQ Rf2RUS - Nua„Qt.1,
= nizt(a„U - irp,U^1 ,a)

+ a,Nusit +Nalic2lic/Ruf4

=^S2Lt
^

(3.22)

We have used QIN = S2114,^1, and in the last step, the two left-over terms have

cancelled using identity (3.20) applied to 11R.

This is the chiral transformation (3.1) that we require. Furthermore, since the object

Dµ U transforms in the same manner as U, the proof extends immediately to multiple

covariant derivatives.

3.3 Finding all Chiral + C P Invariants

We now turn to assembling a Lagrangian from the components we have discussed. The

building blocks which transform according to equation (3.1) and are at most 0(p4 ) are

U
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D4 D,DAU

DoD,DA DpU

DA x

DADvX•^ (3.23)

Further building blocks can be formed from the tensors FAR, and Fif, if, as mentioned,

they are combined with objects that do transform chirally. The tensors are 0(p2 ), so this

list of possibilities is

FitRuU^UF;iLz,

FR DA U^DAUFif',

FR DADP U^DADpUFt',,

DA (C,U)^DA(UFI.,)

DA(Fi,R,Dp U)^DA(DpUFI.,,)

Dp DA(Ft,'1U)^DpDA(UFt,,)• (3.24)

The matrix x (remember, it is also 0(p2 )) will not appear together with the tensors

at 0(p4 ), for the simple reason that Lorentz indices must be contracted. We have seen

that F: = 0.

3.3.1 Forming Chiral Invariant Structures

The objects that we have collected are 3 x 3 matrices that transform in a well-defined

manner under the chiral group. Chiral invariants are formed by combining the above

with their adjoints and taking the trace. This is because the transformation law for a

hermitean conjugate quantity is just the hermitean conjugate of equation (3.1). Any
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structure having the following form satisfies the chiral SU(3) x SU(3) symmetry:

(At BO D...) —> (12LAt 511S-IRBSIICILCt 91S2RDC21...)

= (At BCt D...) (3.25)

since the cyclic property of the trace allows the matrix at the end to be brought around

to the front. Strictly speaking, an invariant Lagrangian term can be under one overall

trace as implied by (3.25), or it can be a product of these trace expressions.

We will assemble an initial list of all possible chiral invariant terms that can comprise

the 0(p2 ) and 0(p4 ) Lagrangians. The size of this list can then be greatly reduced by

considering parity invariance, C invariance, and special constraints.

There are several guidelines to keep in mind in constructing these invariants. First of

all, we have the two relations:

Ut U = 1 (3.26)

D„UtU = —Ut D„U (3.27)

the latter of which can be shown quite easily by writing out the covariant derivative

on each side. In general, of course, the covariant derivative does not satisfy relations

that would be satisfied by the ordinary derivative, because it does not obey the chain

rule for derivatives. As we have defined it, the covariant derivative can only act upon

matrices which transform chirally according to equation (3.1). Thus it must be used with

discretion.

The guidelines are as follows. Identity (3.26) means invariants will contain a 'minimal'

number of U or Ut matrices. There are not an infinite number of allowed expressions

differing only in number of factors. This makes sense, thinking of our goal of the 'most

general' effective Lagrangian for the meson fields 0, since U already exponentiates these

fields.
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Identity (3.27), as well, permits expressions to be simplified by reducing the number

of U matrices. D,Ut U factors can be interchanged with UtDo U factors in order to

move U and Ut matrices next to each other. In fact, this identity has a special status

in rewriting expressions into a common, consistent form, or to show equivalence of the

expressions we will be dealing with.

As an example, here we derive a simple substitution. We insert Ut U pairs as required,

apply equation (3.27), and take advantage of the trace to obtain

(D,Ut D,U) = (D„UtUUt 13',U)

= (D AUD,Ut), (3.28)

a result that can be used to commute Lorentz indices in such a trace expression.

This kind of substitution will be implicitly used in the following, but note that only

single covariant derivatives will be involved. Multiple covariant derivative factors cannot

be substituted for or moved around in the same way; the key is the simple form of (3.27).

Nonetheless, relations analogous to (3.27) can be found for double and all other

multiple covariant derivatives, and for the F
All
R''' building blocks we have listed. As an

example, we show just the double derivative relation:

D„.13,,UtU = —Ut D iA,U — D i rt Du U — D u Ut D I,U. (3.29)

This can be proven by expanding the covariant derivatives using equations (3.5) and (3.6).

Consider what is implied by this relation. Any structure incorporating D,D,Ut U is not

independent of the same structure containing instead Ut DoD,,U. Therefore, at this

stage, we can consider the structures we write down containing D iL D,U as representative

of all the structures with either D ii D,U or its adjoint. We are interested only in creating

a list of truly independent structures. The same consideration holds for the triple and

quadruple derivatives. We will only worry about adjoints of the derivatives later — the
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explicit set of expressions in both normal and adjoint quantities will necessarily emerge

when parity invariance of the Lagrangian is considered.

Because x is not unitary, no such x H xt relationships exist. Wherever this matrix

can appear in the following list of expressions, both x and xt must be represented, for

full generality.

Two other significant relations are

( D4 Ut U)

,L\/FR
N^1-tv

0^ (3.30)

0.^ (3.31)

The second of these is easy to see. Refer to definition (3.12). The external sources

and am are traceless, as we pointed out; thus, their derivatives are traceless. Furthermore,

the trace of any commutator is zero. This means all three terms of the tensor are

manifestly traceless.

For the identity (3.30), we again have two statements of tracelessness to prove. Refer

to the covariant derivative definition (3.5). Again we invoke the tracelessness of the

external sources. By the unitarity of U, we have immediately that the external source

terms of Ai Ut U are traceless, since they are the product of a traceless matrix times the

identity.

To prove the derivative part, aiiut and U are expanded as power series. When the

series are multiplied together under the trace, cyclic permutation effectively allows the

■9,2 0 to be commuted freely in each term; for example, we could write the expansion with

all the derivative factors at the front:

(at,utu) = —iawo — 21 x am) + a,00 + • • • ).

The series can be rewritten and separated again as the two series Ut and (3 4 U — but

the sign does not change. Applying this same-sign relationship, and following this by the
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application of the ordinary derivative identity (3.20), we conclude

(a,utu)^(ut a,u)

= —(a,utu)

= 0.

This completes the proof.

Relation (3.30), in particular, eliminates a large number of candidates from our list.

It implies that a trace must be over at least an 0(p2 ) expression — with the consequence

that there will be only 0(p 2 ) and 0(p4 ) traces. (Note also that the only trace expression

of 0(p°) is (Ut U) = constant, which is irrelevant in our constructions.)

The last consideration to be mentioned is contraction of Lorentz indices. We form

Lorentz scalars, which means indices will always appear in contracted pairs.

3.3.2 Chiral Invariant List

The possible Lorentz and chiral invariants are compiled in this first list. We have made use

of equations (3.15), (3.16), (3.26), (3.27), (3.28), (3.30), and (3.31) in selecting structures.

The reason we have not necessarily included the hermitean conjugates of derivatives of

U's is that they are not independent, by equations (3.27) and (3.29) and analogous

equations for the triple and quadruple derivatives.

Here are the invariants. The first four are 0(p2 ). The rest are 0(p4 ).

A-1
^

(LPUtD„U)

A-2
^

(D 4 D,UtU)

A-3
^

(xtU)
A-4
^

(U tx)
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^

A-5^(.1Y-LUt D t,U)(D'Ut D,U)

^A-6^(D"Ut D'U)(D„Ut D,U)

^A-7^(.134LUt D tt UD'Ut D,U)

^A-8^(TY-iUt UD„Ut D,U)

^A-9^(DILUtD4U)(xtU)

^A-10^(D4LUtD4U)(Utx)

^A-11^(DliUt Do UxtU)

^A-12^(D4'UtDi,UUtx)

^A-13^(XtU)(xt U)

^A-14^(xtU)(Utx)

^A-15^(Utx)(Utx)

^A-16^(xtUxtU)

^

A-17^(UtxUtx)

^A-18^(XtX)

^

A-19^(FtiR)YUD'Ut) + perm of indices

^

A-20^(Fif,,DizUtD'U)+ perm of indices

^

A-21^(FR4vUF,,-1-;,Ut) + perm of indices

^

A-22^ + perm of indices

^

A-23^(FL4vF4L,,) + perm of indices

^

A-24^(D4`DoUtU)(D'UtD,U)

^A-25^(D4D'UtU)(DoUtD„U)
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A-26^(DtiD4Ut UD'Ut D,U)

A-27^(D'LD'UtUDoUtD,U) + perm of indices

.A-28^(DP D m Ut U)(Dv D,Ut U)

A-29^(Dt'D'UtU)(D/M,UtU) + perm of indices

A-30^(DmDpUtDvD,U)

A-31^(D4'D'UtAD,U) + perm of indices

A-32^(DILD,,Ut U)(xt

A-33^(TPDthUt U)(Utx)

A-34^(XtDPALU)

A-35^(D4DoUtX)

A-36^(C,D't/YUUt) + perm of indices

A-37^(FoL,D4D'UtU) + perm of indices

A-38^(D4D4D,UtD'U)

A-39^(DP/YD,UtDp,U)

A-40^(DILD'DoUt D,U)

A-41^(DtzDoDvD,UtU)

A-42^(D4DvDtiD,UtU)

A-43^(IP D v Dm UtU)

A-44^(D4xtDoU)

A-45^"L tit D 4X)

A-46^(Dt'Dt,xtU)
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(Ut /3 1'D /ix)A-47

^

A-48^(D4(F,,Ry)tDvU) + perm of indices

^

A-49^(DA(UF41,,)t D'U) + perm of indices

^

A-50^(IP(FoR,DvInt U) + perm of indices

^

A-51^(DA (DvUF4Lv )tU) + perm of indices

^

A-52^(D4Dii (Ft,RvU)t U) + perm of indices

^

A-53^(D4LDv(UF,,L,j)tU) + perm of indices

Given chirally symmetric components, the goal now is to formulate a Lagrangian

that is possessed of all possible structure but that has no redundancy. This then will be

the unique basis for the theory, supplying the minimal required set of (undetermined)

phenomenological parameters.

3.3.3 First Reductions

This section is devoted to reducing the size of the above list by dealing with permutations

of Lorentz indices.

For the^terms that have been listed above, the permutation of indices can in

all cases be removed from consideration. Equation (3.16) indicates the dependence

FR 'L = —FR 'L Consider term A-19, for example:v A, •

(F,,R,D"UD'Ut).

We consider whether the term

( F/213,,D' UDA U t )

— having the same form but permuted Lorentz indices^ is independent. No identities

can be used to commute the D,U and the 19,,Ut back to the original form. (In particular,
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trace identity (3.28) does not apply.) However, switching it 4-* v in this new term and

then using (3.16) does reveal that there is only one independent expression. Remember

that constants do not matter at this stage  only the structural form. Thus the list of

terms with the field strength tensor always in the form isis the complete list, without

permutation of the indices.

We can use the commutator

[Dt„DdU (3.32)

that defines the field strength tensor as a constraint for expressions having multiple

derivatives. Equation (3.11) yields directly

= D4 D,U+ iFR U - iUF, . (3.33)

This means all double derivatives of a matrix U can be written D4 D,U — if we have

accounted for all Ft,Ru'L expressions possible. Equation (3.33) eliminates from consideration

the permutations of indices in expressions A-27, A-29, and A-31. It can be seen that

these three terms are the only ones for which the dependence of D,D„U on D,D,U must

be used to show the uniqueness of the expression given. In other cases where switching

one of the pairs ft 4-* v changes the form of the expression — for example, A-6 and A-8

the new structure can either be restored to the original form through (3.27) or is identical

to an already listed structure.

This leads next to the question of permutations of triple or quadruple derivative

indices. Identity (3.33) has one further application in reducing the number of triple

derivative forms. (Quadruple derivatives will be discussed later, and are to be eliminated

entirely.) Equation (3.33) is applied to one of the triple derivatives to swap the first

two indices. Remember that the covariant derivative is simply an operator acting on its

chiral matrix argument, so what we are doing here amounts to substituting DvU for U
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in equation (3.33). The result of this is

Dv D t,DvU = Dm .13,,D'U iF1,13,DvU —^(3.34)

This eliminates invariant A-40 and leaves only two triple derivative forms that are inde-

pendent of each other or of other structures.

It can be seen that swapping the second two indices of a triple derivative by applying

equation (3.33) will yield terms of the form

Dv (FtY).^ (3.35)

However, these terms and the two triple derivatives cannot both be eliminated. Later,

all terms having the form of derivatives of tensors F tRv'L will be eliminated in favour of

the triple derivatives and other forms.

Finally, a special consideration: The A-8 term

(DPUtlYUDp Ut D,U)

is not independent of other structures. There is an SU(3) identity [16]

E (AIA2A3A4)^E (A 1 A 2 )(A3 A4 )^(3.36)
6 perm.'s^ 3 perm.'s

which holds for any 3 x 3 traceless matrices A. Since we are working in SU(3), we may

use this. (In the SU(2) case, there are even more reductions that can be made [4].)

DPUtU is traceless, as we have shown, so we substitute it and its adjoint UtDILU as

the matrices in the above identity — taking permutations of Lorentz indices. This yields

4 (IYLUI D„UD'Uf D,U) + 2 (DPUfD'UD„Uf D„U)

2 (D"Ut TY1I)(D,Ut D,U) (DPUt D 4 U)(D'Ut D,U).^(3.37)

A-8, then, can be dropped in favour of A-5, A-6 and A-7.
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3.3.4 Parity

We group the terms now to create parity invariants, because our final Lagrangian must

satisfy this symmetry.

The parity transformation P acts as follows on the chiral matrix U and on the external

currents and densities [17, 18]:

u(t,x)

- 

ut (t, -x)

apu(t,x)

- 

a"ut (t, -x)

vijt,x)

- 

vA(t, -x)

x) -* —aµ(t, —x)

s(t, x) --) s(t, —x)

p(t, x) --) —p(t, —x). (3.38)

Using these, one establishes that

X —) X t

134 U

- 

aAut - i(v" - a")Ut^(v" + a")

DA tit

FR^— a") — av(v" — a") — i[(v" — au), (vu — a')]

= FLµ"^ (3.39)

where the double covariant derivative transformation is the same as that for the single

covariant derivative, and likewise, the transformation of DA X is the same as that of D4 U.

It is understood that the space coordinates on the right hand side are reversed in sign

compared to those on the left hand side.
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Taking transformations (3.38) and (3.39) into account, it is easy to construct struc-

tures which remain invariant under P and yield the transformation £(t, x)

Consider, for example, applying the parity operation to the term A-6. By the rela-

tion (3.28) that we derived, each trace expression individually obeys

(D,Ut D,U)^(DPUD'Ut)

= (TPUt D'U),

so the two expressions together, with their Lorentz indices contracted, form an invariant

under P. Term A-7 is an invariant by similar reasoning. We see that term A-1 and terms

A-5 through A-8 are already parity invariants as written.

Double derivative expressions having well-defined parity must not be elementary like

the above. We have

(Dt,D, UtU) —> (D4 D'UUt) ,

the two sides of which are not equal but are related by equatiOn (3.29). The simplest

way to form a parity invariant is just to take the sum or difference of the two terms. The

expression

(Dil),UtU D i,,D,UUt)
^

(3.40)

has P = +1, while

(Di,D,Ut U — D„D,UUt)^ (3.41)

has P = —1. The square of either of these has the required even parity and can appear

as a term in the O(p4 ) Lagrangian.

Notice how the expression A-31, by contrast, is a parity invariant as written. Only

the cyclic property of the trace is invoked to show that

(D"D'Ut D t,D,U)^(D"D'Ut D„D,U).^(3.42)
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Let us group the remaining List A expressions into P = 1 parity invariants.

It is straightforward to form all of the possible even parity expressions. For example,

in the triple or quadruple derivative cases, the expression is the sum of two hermitean

conjugate terms as in (3.40).

As was the case for expression (3.41), a P = —1 expression can be of use to us, if

it is multiplied by another P = —1 expression. In practice, this means that only the

few 0(p2 ) expressions having odd parity need be considered. No other combinations

would be possible, as we know, since there are no 0(p) chiral invariants to work with.

The only chiral invariants having P = —1 that need be considered are expression (3.41),

which because of its Lorentz indices can only appear multiplied by itself, and these two

expressions:

(xtu — xut) (3.43)

D„Ut U — D"DmUUt) (3.44)

which can be taken in their various combinations. Four possibilities are thus generated.

Aside from the above, there is another way to form even parity structures using odd

parity components. This is done using the fully antisymmetric eii"P tensor, which acts

like an object with intrinsic negative parity. Several structures can be created which

involve a relative minus sign but do not vanish, and are indexed by four different Lorentz

indices, unlike the structures shown in List A. Incorporating the tensor, these transform

with P = +1.

3.3.5 Parity Invariant List

Having applied the reductions of section 3.3.3, and then having used the transforma-

tion properties (3.38) and (3.39) to group the remaining components appropriately, we

compile the following list. The structures are invariant under Lorentz transformations,
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SU(3)R x SU(3) L, transformations, and parity. The first three are the 0(p2 ) terms.

(DAUt DA U)

(DP.D4 Ut U^DijUut)

(xtU xUt)

(DAUt Dp U)(DvIlf Dv U)

(DAUt^(DpUt D,U)

(DPUt D AL UD'Ut D,U)

(DPUt D I,U)(xtU xUt)

(DAUt Dp U (xtU Ut x))

(xtU xUt)(xt U xUt)

(xtU — xUt)(xt U — xUt)

(XtUxtU xUt xut)

(X t X)

i(C,IPU Dv Ut F4Lv DPUt D°U)

(FRiu'U

(FRP' FAR, + FL I-H

(DP D „Ut U^DpUUt)(DvUt D,U)

(DA D'UtU + DvUUt)(Dp Ut D,U)

((DP D U Ut D A U) D'Ut D,U)

((DP D'Ut U Ut DP Du U) D,Ut D,U)

(DP DmUtU + DA D A UUt)(Dv .13,0 U D,Uut)

B-1

B-2

B-3

B-4

B-5

B-6

B-7

B-8

B-9

B-10

B-11

B-12

B-13

B-14

B-15

B-16

B-17

B-18

B-19

B-20
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^

B-21^(DPDoUtU— Di`D t,UUt)(Dv Du UtU — Dv 13,UUt)

^B-22^(D4DvUtU + DvUUt)(D I,D,Ut U D4 D,,Uut)

^B-23^(D4DvUtU — DADvUUt)(D t,,Dv UtU— D4 D,j uut)

^B-24^(DIALUt D, U)

^B-25^(DI-tDvUt D i,Dv U)

^B-26^(DA Dm UtU Dt'Dm UUt)(xtU xU t )

^B-27^(DADmUtU— DAD iyUt)(xtU — xU t )

^

B-28^(DLD4Ufx IYLDA Uxf)

^B-29^i(FaDi'DvUUt Ft,L,Dt'D'UtU)

^B-30^(13""Dt,D,Ut^IY'D4D,U DO)

^B-31^(D4Du Du Ut D t,U Di-tDv D i,UDo Ut)

^B-32^(DA Dp,Du Du UtU + D4 Dv D,UUt)

^B-33^(DADvDt,D,UtU+ DARID 0 Dv Uut)

^B-34^ D,D4UtU + DA Dv D,D4 UUt)

^B-35^(DAxtD4U+ DAxD4 Ut)

^B-36^(DADtixtU+ DAD I,xut)

^

B-37^i(DP(FAR,U)tDvU + DA(UFAL,i)DvUt)

^B-38^i(Dii(C,U)DvUt DiL(UF,,)t DvU)

^B-39^i(DtL(FaDvU)tU TP(DvUFtfv )Ift)

^B-40^i(D4(FaDvU)Ut D 4 (D'UFifv )tU)

^B-41^i(DADv(FaU)tU + Dv(UFf)Ut)
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^

B-42^i(DI'Dv(C,U)Ut Di' Dv (UFfjt

^B-43^jewAP(C,DAUDpUt — Fif',DAUt D p U)

^B-44^fiwAp (FR Fp, — .Fiv .P;\L'p )P

^B-45^EiLvAP((D0D,Ut U — Ut Dm D,U) DAUt Dp U)

^B-46^ievAP(CDADpUUt — Fi ',DA Dp Ut U)

^B-47^ievAP(DIL(FZU)t D,U — D m (UFI'p)D,Ut)

^B-48^icAP(Dm(FZU)D,Ut — D t,(UF p )t D,U)

^B-49^ict'AP(D4 (FZD,,U)t U — D ti (Dv p)Ut )

^B-50^ievAP (DA (FP, pD,U)Ut — 13,„(D,,UFfp ) tU)

^B-51^i€P'AP(DAD,(FZU)t U —^ P)Ut)

^B-52^icl'AP(D4D,(FZU)Ut — D t,/),(UP11-'p )tU)

Note that B-9 and B-10 include the three chiral invariants A-13, A-14 and A-15.

(While the cross term 2(xtU)(Utx) would appear to cancel, it must be remembered that

in the actual Lagrangian the two terms B-9 and B-10 will be separate, each appearing

with a different coefficient. The cross-term structure will be expressed as a function of

the two coefficients.)

The i is included in the FR 'L terms not for reasons of parity invariance but simply

because of the tensors' relationship to the other objects, which involves an i (see defini-

tion (3.11) ).
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3.3.6 Charge Conjugation

The symmetry C must yet be verified for the members of List B. C invariance is invariance

under the transformations [17, 19]

U -> UT

apu --4 O UT

T-4-V^V  A^m

a —> aT^A ^11

TS -> ST

P --' PT (3.45)

The above transformation properties lead to

X^X
T

I) ti U -p apuT +i(vp _ ap)TuT — juTo,p+ apy

(3.46)

Again, the transformation shown for the covariant derivative carries over to multiple

covariant derivatives and derivatives of X.

All objects upon which C acts appear within a trace. Clearly, (AT ) = (A), so one can

see why C invariance might hold. In most cases in the above list, the structures within

the trace are bilinears, for which

(AT BT ) = ((BA)T) = (BA) = (AB),
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and the invariance under transposing each matrix is manifest; however, in the other

cases, writing the result as one overall transpose will reverse the order of the component

matrices, and one must verify that the structure can be restored to its original form.

This relationship may not be transparent if there are it and v indices that need to be

swapped, but one can apply one of the identities that have been given  for example,

equation (3.16) or equation (3.33). Consider term B-19, for example, under charge

conjugation:

((Di, Dv ut u + ut D 4 Dv U) D4 Ut D,U) -> ((UD'' Dv Ut + D 4 Dv UUt ) DX D 0 0 )

= ((DP Dv Ut U + Ut DP' Dv U) Du Ut D4 U)

where the reversal of order of the terms has come from taking the transpose of the

whole expression, then cyclically permuting. It is not immediately apparent that the

expressions on the two sides have the same form. Relation (3.33) must be applied to

swap the indices within the double derivatives, accompanied by the change it 4-4 V.

Extra terms are brought in by that relation, but it happens that these precisely cancel,

leaving the right hand side equal to the left hand side.

One easily verifies that all terms listed are invariant under C except for terms B-43

to B-52 containing the E 4411AP tensor. All of these terms do not satisfy the symmetry, so

they must be dropped.

The chiral Lagrangian formalism we derive incorporates the C and P symmetries

separately, as required.

(With regard to these symmetries, a point should be noted. The formalism with which

we are dealing actually possesses two discrete symmetries: the 'naive parity' (t, x) 4--

(t, -x) and U 4- Ut, each individually. QCD itself possesses only the 'true parity' P

that we have defined, which is the composition of the two. Thus, to match QCD the

effective theory must break these symmetries in such a way that the two do not hold
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separately, but only in the form of P. This is accomplished through the inclusion of a

so-called anomalous term in the Lagrangian, the Wess-Zumino-Witten anomaly [18]. The

addition comprises a separate sector of the theory, which will not be relevant for present

purposes.)

List B still contains many redundant terms, which we uncover in the following three

sections.

3.3.7 Derivative Term Constraints

Two identities which are most instrumental in reducing the size of our list are

Do ilt B At D^= a„(At B) — m , At 131^(3.47)

and its hermitean conjugate

gt D ij A^A) —^BtA]^(3.48)

which hold for general chiral matrices A and B, and are derived using the definitions of

the covariant derivatives (3.5) and (3.6).

If we choose the matrices

A = D,U^B = U

then we can take advantage of equation (3.27):

13,0 U = —Ut

to rewrite At B as —BtA, and this will allow us to eliminate the total divergence and the

commutator parts of equations (3.47) and (3.48) by adding the two equations. The result

of adding the equations is this identity relating double derivatives to single derivatives:

D t,D,UtU Ut D„D,U =^D,U —^(3.49)
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This is just equation (3.29). The identity is a relation between parity invariants, and can

be seen to immediately eliminate many of the double derivative terms in the B list in

favour of single derivative terms.

Subtracting equations (3.47) and (3.48) after having substituted the same matrices

A and B yields

D„D,Ut U — Ut D„D,U = D„Ut D,U — D,Ut D„U

+ 2a,,(D u ut u) — 241 4,, &tit UJ.^(3.50)

This can be turned into a useful identity if we resort to taking its trace. First, by

equation (3.30) (trace of a single covariant derivative expression), the total divergence

part vanishes. The commutator also vanishes under the trace. The identity resulting

from these considerations is

(A,D,Ut U — UtDp D,U) = (D„Ut D,U — &tit D„U)

= (D„Ut Du U —^D „Ut )

= 0.^ (3.51)

Whereas equation (3.49) is parity even, this is parity odd. The two identities allow the

elimination of terms B-2, B-16 through B-23, B-26 and B-27.

Extending the use of the fundamental equations (3.47) and (3.48), we will be able

to eliminate all quadruple derivative terms by showing their dependence on triple and

double derivative terms. Taking the trace to eliminate the commutators, the sum or

difference of these two equations is

(Dm ilt B D„ABt) + (At D IL B AD„Bt)^a „(itt B Bt A).^(3.52)

The difference terms are parity odd, and it turns out that they will not lead to any new

constraint that we need.
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The relation (3.52) will be used in its even parity form to generate constraints among

the following list of parity invariants:

I lAv

12Au

J t2wA

1.3w),

K 2pvAp

1(3pvAp

4
pvAp

DtiUt D,U DA UD,,Ut

D iMv Ut U D i,D,UUt

Do D,,Ut DAU Dp D,UDA ut

DA D,DAUtU DA Dv DAUUt

= Dp 151,,Ut DA Dp U DA D,UDA Dp Ut

= D4 D,,DAUt D pU DA D,DAUD p.ut

DA D,DADpUt U DA D,DADp Uut (3.53)

Taking all possible combinations of single, double and triple derivatives of U for

A and B and plugging them into (3.52), one finds

(Iµ.) +^= 0^ (3.54)

(J/220) + (Ji2A,)^at,(jvA)^ (3.55)

(J/3,,A)^(JjAp.)^aiL(I,,2A)^ (3.56)

(Kii,Ap)^(KAp,A) = ali(JjAp)^ (3.57)

(K44op) (Ki%v) = (9/, (JAp).^ (3.58)

We can use this system of equations to show that (KA4vAp), a general quadruple derivative

expression, is not independent of other quantities that appear in the Lagrangian. To do

this, we use (3.54), (3.55) and (3.56) to express (J3 ) in terms of (J 2 ) (i.e. a sum of three

terms with permuted indices, with no total divergence). The derivative of this expression

then relates (3.57) and (3.58), leaving the (K4 ) structure expressed only in terms of (K3)
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and (K 2 ) structures:

(K4AvAp )̂ --(lqvAp +^+ lqApv + /( App) (1q1vAp ICi,Avp (3.59)

Since we have accounted for all possible triple and double derivative expressions, we

will include no quadruple derivatives in the Lagrangian.

3.3.8 Pi/iv Constraints

Next, the terms involving derivatives of the field strength tensor are addressed.

Consider first the difference of terms B -37 and B-38. Using the definitions of the field

strength tensors (3.11) and (3.13), and making use of the notation introduced above, we

can show that the difference consists of only triple derivative terms:

^i(D"(Fija,U)t DuU D"(U^— i(D4 (FilLU)D'Ut IYL(UF,)t DvU)

= i(DP(Ft,,U)t DuU — Dm(F1,,,U)DuUt)

= ((D4 D0 D,U — DILD,A,U)D'Ut (D"D o D,Ut — DPD,DA Ut)DvU)

^

= (K 3"i,:) — (K3",,011 ).^ (3.60)

The sum of terms B-37 and B-38 is a second, independent constraint. First, we have

i(D4 (F,U)t^= —i(D"(F,U)D'Ut)^(3.61)

(and the same for the expression with^These relations can be proven by explicitly ex-

panding out and comparing the covariant derivatives of the tensors using equations (3.5)

and (3.6) and definitions (3.12). Because of the identities, the sum of B-37 and B-38 is

i(DA(Fi,R,U)t DvU D 4 (UF,,L,,)DvUt) i(TP(F4R,U)D'Ut IY(UFt,L,,) 1. DuU)

= 0.^(3.62)
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The two constraints (3.60) and (3.62) eliminate B-37 and B-38 in favour of other included

terms.

Taking the sum and difference of terms B-39 and B-40 yields an analogous result, as

it does also for terms B-41 and B-42. The sum of the terms again vanishes in both these

cases. The difference relation in the first instance is as follows. One can just substitute

in the definition (3.11) of the field strength tensor and carry this quantity through

as in (3.60). The result is

i(D"(FtiR,DvU)tU D" . (D'UF4-1-;,)ut) — i(D"(Ft1,1D'U)Ut +^(DuU F4L )t U)

= (D'i[D„, Dv]D'iUt U D"[D tz , Du]DvUUt)

=_ (K4Amv„)^(K4Avtiv).^ (3.63)

Similarly, for the double derivative terms B-41 and B-42 one obtains

i(D" Dv (Ftl!,,U)t U D" Dv (U Ft ,,)Ut ) — i(D" Dv (F/1!,,U)Ut D" Du (U Ft,Ljt U)

— (K41"i4,,) — (K 4";,4 ).^ (3.64)

Because of the above constraints, no derivatives of field strength tensors will appear

in the Lagrangian.

Finally, we show that the term B-29 can be related to other terms. Observe, by the

definitions of the field strength tensors, that the expression

([Dµ, DlUt [D,, Dv ]U)

is equivalent to terms with only the tensors, and it is also related to terms mixing the

tensors with double derivatives. Expanding it to show this latter first, we obtain

(PY, DTA [D D,,]11) = 2(D" Du Ut D,D,,U — D" Du Ut D u D„U)

= 2(D" Ut [D „, Dv]U)
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= 2i(D4 D'Ut(—F4R,U UF4L,,))

2i(FI,R,D'LD'UUt FI,L,D4 D'UtU)

2i(F4R,D"UD'Ut FiiR,DuUD'LUt)

2i(FiLR,,./YD'UUt FI,L,D4 D'UtU),^(3.65)

having used (3.49) and then property (3.16), the antisymmetry of TT,. Alternatively, we

have by direct substitution (equations (3.11) and (3.13) ):

([Dµ, Dv]Ut [D 13,]U) = ((Ut F Rtiu — FLP-ut)(F4hRy -uFif;,))

(FRA-FR)-F4.1:,)-2(FRA-uFut). (3.66)

This shows that B-29 is dependent on other invariants and can be eliminated.

3.3.9 Elimination of a Total Divergence

In this section we discuss the terms that are related to other included terms to within

a total divergence (9,F 4 (x). Dropping the total divergence eliminates these terms as

independent structures.

In the Hamilton-Lagrange formalism, it is a well-known fact that the equation of

motion derived from a Lagrangian is unchanged by the inclusion of any term that is a

total divergence — because this term automatically vanishes under the partial integration

performed when minimizing the action. This rule carries over from classical mechanics

to quantum field theory.

For the purposes of the present calculation, however, we cannot depend on the in-

variance of the equation of motion, since we have specifically eliminated reference to the

equation of motion. More generally, we must be sure that a calculated S-matrix ele-

ment is unchanged when the underlying Lagrangian is changed by a term that is a total
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divergence. Here we outline a proof of this. Consider the general operator

a„F4(x)

appearing in the Lagrangian and contributing to the S-matrix. We invoke the property

of translational invariance of any operator, where a translation is represented by

F"(x) =^2P' FIL(0)^ (3.67)

In the derivation of the Feynman rule for the vertex, one calculates the S-matrix element

for aiiPt(x), translating from the origin. One will find

(f Ii f cl 4x a„, (eiP•x F"(0)e -iN Ii) = i ex e i(Pf-P ` ).x (Pf - pi)!, (.fiF4 (°) ii)

= i (27
)

4 84 (pf - pi) (Pf - pi) 4 (fIfiltL(0)Ii)

= 0.^ (3.68)

The action of the total momentum operators has left the integral of an exponential,

which is equal to the delta function shown. Thus, the Feynman rule for a vertex arising

from aiFA(x) incorporates the difference between the total initial and final state mo-

menta — and this difference vanishes, because of momentum conservation at any vertex.

Thus, even if the equation of motion is not satisfied by the external states involved, still

4-momentum conservation at a vertex holds, and the Feynman rules are unaffected by a

total divergence. Thus, we can invoke the familiar argument for the elimination of any

total divergence from the Lagrangian.

Let us return to equation (3.52) relating chiral/parity invariants to total divergences.

This equation was used to derive (3.57), which is of interest here. Equation (3.57) yields

these relations for the triple derivative terms B-30 and B-31:

(K3Avvp)^(I(2Pipvv) -F
^

(3.69)

(104:1,) = -(K 211,,,)^a„,^ (3.70)
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Dropping the total divergence, we relate the two triple derivative terms to double deriva-

tives.

Equation (3.52) can be used just as well for the matrix x. Substituting A =^x and

B = U, then A = x and B = D'U, we obtain, respectively,

(D"D4xt^D"D4xUt) = — (D"xt D4 U D"xD„Ut)

+Dlt (D"x t U D"xUt)

(D"xt Dp U D"xD4 Ut) = — (D"D i,Utx-F D"D„Uxt)

+ (xt D4u + xrPut)
^

(3.71)

which relate the Di'D,,x term to the D4 X term, and this to the x term. Only the x term

— that is, B-28 — will be left in the Lagrangian.

Finally, we eliminate the B-25 term, again using equation (3.57). We start by select-

ing two (K2 ) structures and translating them to (K s ) structures by dropping the total

derivative:

(D4 DuUt D,D4 U) =

(D"Dp Ut Dv DX) =

1—2 (D4 DvUt Dv Dp U D"D'UDv Dp ut)

1
--

2 (D"DvD4UtD,U DILD" D ti UD,Ut)^(3.72)

1—2 (Dv D,Ut D"DpU Du DX D out)

-4 - 2- (Dv D"D 4 Ut^+ Dv D"D D,,Ut)
^

(3.73)

having swapped dummy indices to yield the desired forms that will be useful. Now if we

write the two as equalities

--12 (D"Dv D4 Ut D„U D"D" D„UD,Ut) = (.13" 13'0 D v D„U)

— 2 (Dv D" D4 Ut^+ D"D tiUD,Ut) = (D"D ti Ut Dv D,U)
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and subtract them, the first two derivatives in the triple derivative expressions will form

a commutator, which is of course the field strength tensor. We obtain

1
—
2 

([D4 , DID oUt D,U [Di ,^tiU D,Ut)

(D" D D' D,U) — (D"D'Ut D,D 4 U)

= (Dm D IL Ut Dv D,U) — (DP D'Ut (D 41),U + iFRU —F12-1-,,))

having applied identity (3.33), or finally,

(D"D'Ut AM,U) = (Di D li Ut Dv D,U)

▪ i(Ft,R,D"D'UUt FIAL,Dt`D'Ut U)

▪ i(FtiR,,D'tUDvUt^D'U).^(3.74)

(The second term on the right hand side we have related to other terms by equa-

tions (3.65) and (3.66).) This shows that expressions B-24 and B-25 are not both

independent.

Having done all the other possible reductions first, we were left with five terms that

could only be related to other terms to within a total divergence. This completes the

reduction of our list to the set of truly independent terms.

3.4 The Lowest Order Lagrangian

As we have seen, there are only two independent terms left at 0(p2 ). There are conse-

quently only two undetermined parameters in leading order chiral perturbation theory,

which are written as the low energy constants F 0 and /30 . The lowest order Lagrangian

is written

n
L2^-F° (Dm Ut D IY) -I- —

4 
(X t I/ + XUt)

4 (3.75)
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where x 2/30M defines B0 by relating it to the Goldstone boson masses, and F 0 is the

pion decay constant. The two simply represent known observables.

3.5 The 0(p4 ) Lagrangian

Fourteen independent invariants of 0(p4 ) emerge from our original list. We have obtained

the Lagrangian originally presented by Gasser and Leutwyler:

(D4UtD4U)2

+ L2 (Di"Ut D'U)(Dm Ut D,U)

+ L3 (D'' Ut D Dv Ut D v U)

+ L4 (IP Ut D 4 U)(X t^XUt)

• L5 (D" Uf ALL' (x t U Ut X))

+ L6 (Xt U XUY

+ L7 (xt^xut ) 2

+ L8 (xt Uxt^xUt xUt

i L9 (F413,,DILUD'Ut FiLL,,DqIt D'U)

+ L 10 (FR"'UFifyt)

+ Hl (FRP'FoRv FLI"FL )

+ H2 (X t X) (3.76)

and the additional terms:

G 14 off = PNIPD,,Uf Dv D,U)

1= 2 (D'iD t,,Ut x+ D4 D4 uxt).^ (3.77)
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We must now write the off-shell component of the Lagrangian in such a form that the

standard theory is without modification in the on-shell limiting case. We can find some

linear combination of structures from £4 and r4 off which vanishes when the equation of

motion is satisfied.

The equation of motion derived from the lowest order Lagrangian L2 is [4]

D"D„UtU — Ut D"D„U — xtU Utx + 3 (xtU — U tx) 0. (3.78)

This is written in matrix form to represent the eight equations of motion for the eight

pseudoscalar bosons. Notice it involves a trace, the origin of which is the constraint on

the U matrix, det U = 1.

To rewrite the P1' structure, we may use the above equation of motion in its two forms

D"D„UtU D"Ut D „U — (xt U — Utx)^(xtU — U tx) = 0

Ut D"D„U D'Ut D,U + (Xt U — U tx) — (xtU — X) = 0 (3.79)

which are derived by applying equation (3.29) to eliminate the respective double deriva-

tive terms. The P; structure is rewritten by substituting, in place of its original derivative

factors, these equations of motion. The new term, when we expand it out and write it

in terms of already defined structures, becomes

Pl ( [Di2 DpUtU DAUtDoU — 2 (xtU — Utx)^(XtU — U t X)]

[Ut DA D,U DAUt D„U + 211 (xt U — Utx) — 61 (xtU^tit X)i)

Pl ( DAD„Ut Dv D,U

(D"D„Ut U Ut D"D„U)Du Ut D u U

D"Ut D„UD'Ut D,U
1 )(xt u — Utx) x)+ —2 
(D"D„UtU — Ut./YD,U
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— (.1-Y'Dm U t U — UtDo Dm II) (X t U — U t X)

— 4 (X t U — Ut X)(X tU — U t X)

+ 1 (X t U — U t X)(X t U — U t x)

— 1 (X t U — Ut X)(X tU — U t X) )

P1 [ (Di ' Do Ut Dv D,U)

— (D4 Do Ut x + IP D ij Ux t)

— (ULU] AL UD'Ut D,U)

— (D4 Ut D IY (xt U + Ut X))

— 4 (X t UX t U+ XUtXtit )
1^+

+ —2 (X I X)

+ -i-1 (X t U — U t X) 2 I

where the particular term

( 3.80)

( - -:6 (xtu - Utx )(xtU - Ut x ) )

consisting of only trace expressions inside the overall trace was multiplied by 3 when

the trace of the identity was taken. It and the term preceding it have contributed the

coefficient

^

1^1^1
^+ 6^12^12

to the last term shown above. The term

—12- ((D I 1 D 40. U — Ut DA D m U)(xt U — Utx))
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was rewritten using this identity:

--
2 

((D4 D t,UtU — UtD4 D4U)(xtU — Utx)) = (D4 D4 Utx +

+ (D/LUt D4 U (xtU + Ut X)) (3.81)

while the term

— 6 (D4 Dm UiU — Ul-D"Di,U) (xtU — U jrx)

vanished, according to the double-derivative identity (3.51).

The P1 structure is designed to vanish within the standard formalism, where the

equation of motion constraint is applied. We will see that quantities calculated from the

structure will have the form (p2 — m 2 ).

Now we make the other term in ,C4' off conform in the same way. The P2 structure

can be rewritten using identity (3.81) so that the equation of motion (3.78) can be used

directly. We choose the left hand side of the identity, the term

1 /1 ((p4 D4Ut U — Ut D"D4 U)(Xt U Ut X))
^

(3.82)

as our starting point, instead of the original P2 structure which appears on the right

hand side — the independent structure is arbitrary, so we can make this redefinition. We

substitute the equation of motion (3.78) in the term (3.82) and obtain

— 2 P2 ( [ D4 D4 UtU — UtD4 D4 U + Utx — xtU + —3  (xtU — 0201(X -1J — U t X))

= _-1
2 p2 [ (D4 1),,UtU — UtD 4 D4 u) (xtU _ utx))

- ( (x tU - utx) (xtU - utx) )
+ 3 (xtU — utx)2
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= P2 [ (D t AiUt x D I 4 DA Uxt)

(D4 Ut D4 U (XtU Ut X))

+ 
2 

(x t ux t^xut xut)

— (X)

— 1 (X tU Ut X) 2 (3.83)

having applied identity (3.81) again, to write the structure as a double-derivative leading

term modified by other standard terms from the Lagrangian ,C4.

Thus we arrive at this new contribution to the effective Lagrangian at 0(p4 ):

£4off = Pl [ (.1Y D„Ut Dv D,U)

— DmUt x D"Dm Uxt)

—(D4 Ut D t,,UD'Ut D,U)

—(D 4' Ut D4 U (XtU Ut x))

—-4-1 (xt Uxt U xUt xUt)

4-
+ -2 (X f X)

+ 12 ^— U t X) 2

+ P2 [ (RI D/LOX + PI D/LUX 1. )

(D4 Uf Al t/ (XtU UtX)

+ -2 (X t Ux tU xUtxUt)

— (X X)

— 6 (X t U^Ut X) 2 1. (3.84)
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This extends the Gasser and Leutwyler formalism to include the generalization of S-

matrix elements to off-shell 'external' states. Pi. and P2 are new low energy constants

that can only be determined by relating off-shell Green functions to observables.



Chapter 4

Renormalization

4.1 Introduction

An effective theory based on a completely general Lagrangian requires an infinite number

of counterterms, and therefore is not renormalizable in the usual sense. The full £2 +

£4 + £6 . Lagrangian of chiral pertubation theory is comprised of interactions having

all possible powers of derivatives; the nonrenormalizability result follows from this fact,

because the coupling constants associated with all these interactions do not have zero

or positive mass dimension. The theory is, however, renormalizable order by order in

perturbation theory, because at each order there are a finite number of interaction terms,

meaning a finite number of phenomenological parameters. With each higher order, one

must include more and more of these free parameters.

If the Lagrangian is indeed the most general one possible, up to a given order, then a

particular renormalization program can be set out for that order, and relations between

all physical observables will be finite. The infinities arising in the calculation are all

absorbed into the definitions of the free parameters. In the present case, in particular,

ultraviolet loop divergences from E2 serve to renormalize the ten L i constants from £4.

In the present chapter, two main aspects of renormalization will be discussed; first,

the Li renormalization, and second, wavefunction renormalization, which is required in

order to relate the Green function calculated in the effective theory to the physical Green

function.

53
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Renormalization of the L, constants is necessary because loops are included in the

calculation. We will first examine how loop divergences enter, and demonstrate the

regularization scheme, then we will present the Gasser and Leutwyler renormalization

results.

Wavefunction renormalization will be determined in two basic steps. The first step

is the involved process of uncovering a 'canonical Lagrangian' that represents the under-

lying effective theory. This process will really only be outlined, but it should give an

introduction to the conceptual aspects of using the effective Lagrangian — i.e. using the

Lagrangian at a certain order in the fields, relating the Lagrangian terms to Feynman

diagrams, and absorbing loop divergences in the phenomenological constants. The sec-

ond step is to then modify the standard renormalization to accomodate the new higher

derivative interactions from ,C4off . The basis for this procedure will necessarily differ from

that of the first step. However, introducing the more axiomatic ideas to carry this out

will allow us to tie the results of the chapter together by showing the renormalization of

a Green function — the propagator.

4.2 The Self-Energy Loop

The Feynman diagrams of Figure 4.1 are the renormalization diagrams for this scalar-

only theory. Diagram (a) is known as the self-energy loop, and diagram (b) represents a

`counterterm' interaction. This latter is also a self-interaction, since it involves only two

external particles, and it can be thought of as a tree diagram. In renormalization, as in

other calculations, the tree diagrams are associated with both L2 and £4, while the loop

diagrams are associated with L2 only. We will see later how this works.

The aim in this section is to write the expression for the self-energy loop in an analytic
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^

(a)
^

(b)

Figure 4.1: Self-Energy Diagrams

form, to establish a system for handling ultraviolet divergences. To do loop-level calcu-

lations, one must define a prescription for consistently keeping track of the ultraviolet-

divergent 4-momenta from integrals. This prescription is known as regularization. In the

established Gasser and Leutwyler formalism, dimensional regularization is used.

The self-energy loop diagram contributes to the full propagator. We begin by intro-

ducing the free, or 'bare' propagator. This is defined as a contraction of two free fields,

where a contraction is the vacuum expectation value of the time-ordered product of two

fields [17]:

^Am2^- y)^(01T (lr*(x)lr(y) )10).^(4.1)

(Throughout this section we use it to represent any one of the members of the pseudoscalar

meson octet.)

In general, this is equal to

which is the Fourier Transform of the familiar Feynman propagator in momentum space.
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When the contraction is between two fields evaluated at the same space-time point

x, it will contribute to the self-energy loop represented by diagram (a). The propagator

connects a single vertex to itself. However, the integral of equation (4.2) is divergent for

x = y. One defines the self-energy integral from integral (4.2) as [10]

/(72 2 ) E-E i Am2(0) = it4-di  ddk i
(4.3)(2,70d k2 _ m 2

where d is in general complex, and tt is a constant having the dimensions of energy. This

integral converges for a suitable choice of d. (We suppress the ie from the denominator

of the propagator henceforth, since it is not needed in this regularization scheme.)

Parametrizing the dimension of an integral is known as dimensional regularization.

This method relies on the principle of analytic continuation in the number of space-time

dimensions [20], which guarantees that one can return to dimension d = 4 after having

begun with the above generalized integral and calculated it as some function of d. One

performs manipulations such as symmetric integration and shift of integration variable

away from d = 4, when the integral /(d = 4) would not be well-defined. The limit d -4 4

is taken only at the end of the calculation, and the field theory renormalization scheme

guarantees that any calculated result will be finite.

The constant p, has been incorporated in the integral to maintain a consistent overall

dimension for 4m2 ). This follows the technique used by Donoghue et al. [10]. It should

be noted that the prescription used here for the introduction of it differs from that of

Gasser and Leutwyler, but that nevertheless, this constant has a well-defined meaning:

It is the cutoff determining the energy scale of the theory. We will presently see how this

interpretation arises.

To proceed with the evaluation of (4.3), we will use the standard formula for a

dimensionally regularized integral [21]:

Ii d2w k (k2y i rw Fp + o r (q w t )
[k2 — 77-1 2] g — r(w)r( q)(_ rn2) q-w-t (4.4)
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where Re (q — w — t) 0.

Note that the integral is defined over Minkowski space — no Wick rotation is to be

performed when applying the formula. One defines the metric

= diag (1, —1,^— 1)

generalized to 2w dimensions [20].

Using (4.4) with 2w = d, t = 0, and q = 1, the integral /(m 2 ) is equal to

4-d
/(m2) = 

it

70g^2

(7712)< 1 

rr(1
d ).

(4.5)
(4 

The next step in the procedure is to expand in a Taylor series about d = 4. (We have

actually taken the limit d 4 where d appeared in the factor (-1) 1- 1 yielding the

overall sign. This is legitimate because it will not affect the expansion to be made.)

The factors of d in the expression are manipulated as follows. The recurrence relation

F(z + 1) = zF(z) (4.6)

is used to change the argument of the gamma function to (2 — 1). This will allow the

function to be rewritten in terms of the expansion

17(z) = 1z — 7 + 0 (z)
^

(4.7)

where 7 is Euler's constant. One also collects the other factors under the common

exponent (2 — id ), to arrive at the following expression:

I(m2)
2— d

7/2,2 (47/1 2^2^1
^F(2 — -2-).

(470 2^m2 )^1 — 2

(4.8)

Now let

d
E = 2 —

2
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By expanding around c = 0 and throwing away terms of 0(e) or higher, one derives the

following approximation:

1^,(474)
= e

+ 0(c2)]
1

— 7
+ 0(e)]

F(c)^ F(c)
(471- ,a 2 )

77.12^— 1

471- ,a 2
In=^— {1 +

c — 1

O(€2)]^[1( m2 )

1^n22
=^— — — ln^1n7T2 + -y — 1 + 0(c). (4.9)

For the self-energy integral, then,

m2

we have

2
1(m 2 )

2
In + — 1 + m2

I
=

16R-2 d — 4
[

m2772
R^ln ni

2

it2

[
(4.10)

16722

with the definition

R =
2

ln 47r + — 1. (4.11)
d— 4

The constant R contains the divergence of the unrenormalized Green functions, which

occurs at the d = 4 pole. We will use R throughout our calculations.

Result (4.10) demonstrates that an energy scale enters the theory. This scale, ,a, is

often taken to be the eta mass [10] when it is necessary to ascribe numerical values to

scale-dependent quantities. The mass ratio term gives a non-power law behaviour to the

low energy expansion. The logarithm, whose argument is by assumption small, cannot

be expanded in a power series around zero.

Another result that will be of use is [10]

Ofi Amt (x— y)l x=y = 0.^ (4.12)
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This identity holds by symmetric integration:

4-d^ddk
j (271- )d k 2 — m2

0.^ (4.13)

The argument applies because the integral is from k = —oo to d-oo, and the integrand

is antisymmetric under k —f —k. The symmetric integration argument is only valid,

however, for d chosen so that the integral converges. After integrating, one analytically

continues to other dimensions.

Equations (4.10) and (4.12) are the basis for the loop calculations we will be carrying

out in the following chapter since, by Wick's Theorem, the S-matrix expansion is reduced

to contractions of pairs of fields [17].

Furthermore, we have presented the background required for dealing with the L,

constants that arise in the calculation. The original prescription laid out by Gasser and

Leutwyler [4] specifies how the divergences represented by the constant R are absorbed

into the set of bare r 4 parameters. The following are their results:

Lr = Li
3271-2

where
3

71 — 11'Ys = 144

,,v^3
12 — 16 77 = 0

ay3 = 0 78 = 5
48

1
74 — g 79 = 1

4

3_ _
/5 — -8- 710 = —14 (4.14)

and R has been defined in equation (4.11). The form of R and the procedure outlined

from equations (4.5) — (4.10) dictate the finite constants that are absorbed into the L,

parameters, since this choice is ambiguous.
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In addition to the L i constants, there are three other renormalized quantities in the

theory: the meson wavefunction 7r, the bare mass rri, 2 and the pion decay constant

F0 which come from the effective Lagrangian. We now turn to a discussion of the wave-

function renormalization, which will have direct application in calculating the form factor.

4.3 Renormalization Constants

In this section we will examine the Zir and J.7, wavefunction and mass renormalization

constants for the mesons in our theory. The constants are defined by

_1
7rr = Zir 2 7r

0 2

^

77Z
2^j Tit^7 ^7 w (4.15)

again using the generic notation `7r' to represent a meson field, which could be the 7r, K,

or 77. The field 7rr is the physical meson, and rn„2 , of course, is the physical mass. We

denote unrenormalized masses using a circle.

We should begin by remarking that the meson spectrum will be treated as three

families, each degenerate in mass. The spectrum is comprised of a triplet of pions, two

doublets of kaons, and the eta, if one assumes isospin symmetry, or unbroken SU(2). We

set

Tn. = and = ?ft (4.16)

and invoke this approximation when expanding Lagrangian terms containing x. This

is a very good approximation, and in fact, it is fully justified in the context of the

present calculation, because the differentiation between masses in an isospin multiplet,

for example m 2 ± 4-4 moo , occurs at higher order in the energy expansion than we will be

working.
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The constants of equation (4.15) are intimately associated with the effective La-

grangian. In sections 4.3.1 — 4.3.5, we take the effective Lagrangian consisting of r 2 f4

(i.e. not including ,C4off ) and formulate it in terms of a 'canonical' effective Lagrangian

from which Z1, and J„ are directly determined.

4.3.1 Canonical Form of the Lagrangian

The effective Lagrangian without external currents (D4^aA) is to be cast into the

canonical form

1Leff = 
2 

a/4 7r aorr^m2 7r r irr (4.17)

which describes the physical fields, and whose mass parameter m,2 is the renormalized,

or fully dressed, mass of the particle.

There is an effective Lagrangian of this form for each family of mesons — that is, one

for the pions, one for the kaons, and one for the eta. The dot product indicates that the

expression is written using isospin vectors — for the pion Lagrangian one has

7 • 71- = '71 7r1 + 72 72 + 73 73

and, using the notation introduced in equation (2.5), one has

K • K = K4 K4 + K5 K5 + K6 K6 K7 K7

for the kaon Lagrangian. The Pauli basis form (numerical indices) is convenient for

deriving the renormalization constants Z„ and J„; the same constants will then apply for

a calculation in the physical basis, where the particles are the 7r +, 7113, etc.

How does one make the connection between the effective Lagrangian 2 + £4 and

the canonical Lagrangian (4.17)? The canonical Lagrangian is a bilinear operator ex-

pression whose matrix elements will give us 1-particle irreducible Green functions. This
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simply means that the Lagrangian will already account for self-energy loops and other

renormalization associated with external legs, so that the explicit diagrams need not be

included in calculations.

We should recall the comments in section 2.4.2 concerning the use of the effective

Lagrangian in perturbation theory. Diagrammatically, the renormalization we are under-

taking involves tree and one-loop graphs. We expand both the Lagrangians £2 and £4

to 0(02 ) to find the former, and just £2 to OA to find the latter. The notation 0(0")

refers to an order in the expansion of the exponential U(q) defined in equation (2.8).

In this order notation it should be noted that 0 may represent also derivatives of the

field, ai-, 0.

Determining the self-energy loops having the form of diagram (a) proceeds by making

all possible contractions in the 0(04 ) terms of £2. To evaluate a self-energy loop one will

be taking a matrix element; the objective here is to find the single contractions in

(01T (.C(47)(x))10) (4.18)

(compare equation (4.1) ). The 7r represents one of the meson fields. Taking only one

contraction in this 0(04 ) expression will leave a bilinear operator; this operator will form

a component of the canonical Lagrangian, which is to be evaluated between single-particle

external states.

Since all fields in a Lagrangian are evaluated at the same space-time point x, we will

obtain from a contraction in expression (4.18) the Feynman propagator i An.4 (x — x) =

i Am?, (0), which has been evaluated in section 4.2.

From these loops, and from the o(o) part of £ 2 and the 0(02 ) part of £4, we will

assemble a Lagrangian having the canonical it • it form of equation (4.17).
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4.3.2 Expanding the Lowest Order Lagrangian

The renormalization diagrams of Figure 4.1 represent the strong interaction alone, with

no effects from external sources. The Lagrangian is therefore expanded and analyzed

here with DA = a4. In this chapter, we will not go into the details of this expansion, or

of the evaluation of traces which leads to the extraction of the fields. The intent here is

just to obtain the required renormalization result. The steps taken are all analogous to

steps which will be outlined in detail in Chapter 5, when we calculate the form factors.

First, we expand the exponentials U(0) and Ut (0) in order to write the Lagrangian

expressed in terms of these objects as a Lagrangian for the actual meson fields 7T, K,

and 77. Expanding U(0) and Ut (0) and keeping only terms up to 0(04 ), the Lagrangian

L2 in the absence of external sources is

L 2 r02 + Lift

= 4 
(a4Loa„0 — 2Bomoo

where we have dropped an irrelevant constant term and represented the higher order

term as an interaction piece.

Now we reduce from the 0 matrix form to the actual field operators. (See equa-

tion (2.5) for the definition of 0.) This is done by multiplying the matrices together and

taking the trace. (See section 5.3.1 for an example showing this type of procedure.) The

0(0 2 ) part of Lagrangian (4.19) becomes

po
2 al'r • aA 7r^a 4ii‘ • aAK^- a/1 71 •
1 0 2^1 0 2^1 0 2
—
2 

m
' 

Ir • Ir — —
2 

mi; K • K — —
2

(4.20)



with

1 0 2= —
2
0 2

= nix

Bo th

Bo (th+ ins)

Bo(rh 2m3 )

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)
3 o2

= — rn
2^71
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and, derived from these,

o 2^3 0 2
Boors =^MK + —2 mn • (4.24)

These important relationships between quark masses and meson masses are dictated by

the fact that in,2 , m°  and nz° 7,2 are the constants that must appear in front of the

7r • it terms of the canonical scalar Lagrangian, when this Lagrangian is compared to the

effective Lagrangian of the theory taken at lowest order. The relations are valid only to

leading order in the energy expansion. Also, they are already written as approximations

because we have assumed m u = and = in. We will refer to these relations later when

rewriting B0 terms.

Equation (4.20), from the 0(0 2 ) part of equation (4.19), is the leading order piece

of the canonical Lagrangian. The higher order corrections to this are derived in the

following two sections.

4.3.3 Rewriting the 0(04 ) Part

The 0(0) part of equation (4.19) expands into an expression too long to show here. It

has terms consisting of four fields multiplied by B o ih, a similar set of terms multiplied

by Boor s , and another set of terms containing derivatives of two of the fields.
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Let us consider just the Born terms to illustrate. These are:

Bo rn,r i2nt (Borh) =
12Fd

[^o 7000

+ 3K+ K - 71-°r°
-I- 4K+ K - K° K°

- vS=1 -K° K° 7r°
7p7K°K°

+ 47r+ 71" - 7r°7r°
+ 6K° K°7+71--
+ 2K+ K -K+K-

K - 7pr° +
K+

47r+71-7r+7r -^3K°K°ir°ir°

6K+K- 7r+7r - + 2K° K° K° K°

27/777r 07r 0^4777/7r+7r-

2 VIK+ K°7/7r - + 2 AK K° 777r+

11711111^ (4.25)

We take all possible contractions to find the self-energy loops. The resultant operator ex-

pression will be denoted 'L21001,', and will form a component of the canonical Lagrangian.

The above expansion has been done in the physical basis to make the process of

forming the contractions more transparent. Nonzero contractions are performed between

complex conjugate pairs of particles, as indicated by equation (4.1). Note that the K°

and K° are a complex conjugate pair, and the K+ and K- are another pair. The 7r° and

the 7/ are, of course, different particles, and cannot be contracted together. In a term like

^0 oo o^ (4.26)

consisting of identical particles, six distinct contractions are possible. In a term like

47r -fir -7 0 7r°^(4.27)

there are only two contractions possible, while in a term like

^

2 -K+ K°7/^ (4.28)

none will appear.

Due to our assumed isospin symmetry, two different contractions of particles within

the same family will form the same Feynman propagator. For the pion multiplet we have

(01 T ( r+^)10) = (01 T ( 71-° 7r° )10) = i^(0).^(4.29)
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(From here on, `7r' refers specifically to the pion.)

To continue with the example, consider the terms that will lead to the pion loop

of equation (4.29), and that will have two 7r ° 's left over as the external fields. These

will be only the terms (4.26) and (4.27) shown above. From them, we find six ir ° loop

contributions, as mentioned, and we find one 1r ± loop contribution with coefficient 4.

Taking the contractions, this particular result is then the term

Bo rh
10  ^i A o 2 (0) 7r0 70 .

12Fd^rn,

Going on to form all of the contractions in expression (4.25), we find the following canoni-

cal terms multiplying the three propagators:

Bo rh,
Lfl^24n

oop(Both) = ^ [iA 0 2 (0) ( 207r • 7r + 9K • K^1277 • )
mar

iA „2 (0) (127r • IT + 12K • K^47 rl )
MK

i,A 0 2 (0) ( 47r • ir^K • K + –
4 n • n J.^(4.30)
3

We have changed from the physical basis to the Pauli basis in order to write the ex-

pression in this form (see equation (2.6) ). Equation (4.30) indicates the emergence of

the corrections that will occur to the leading order canonical Lagrangian (4.20). The

propagator is just the expression I(m 2 ) that has been given in equation (4.10), involving

a constant and the mass m 2 ; Bo th of course is proportional to m2 , by equations (4.21)

— (4.23). Thus we see that the expression has energy dimension 0(p4 ).

The above terms, because of their Bo th coefficient, ultimately form a component of

the

1 0 2
— 772 7 • IT

2

term in the canonical Lagrangian shown below, by equation (4.21). Checking the coeffi-

cient of the eir ° contribution against (4.31), however, reveals that this is not the whole
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story. There is an interplay between the Both and the Bo rn s parts of the full expression,

as can be understood by comparing equations (4.21), (4.22), and (4.23) for the meson

masses. The simple structures shown below arise in a straightforward way from the

application of these equations.

For the full 0(04 ) part of equation (4.19), the end result of forming the contractions

is this expression:

_1 atiir am7r^2 i(irozi2r)^1 i(iT01A2
£2loop 2^L 3^3^)

1^1^2^1^0 2^1^0 2
+ —

2 
aii K • aoK {— 1(7n,.) — -

2
 I(mK ) — —

4 
/(m71 )

I

a lln • OA^I(mK)

1^2

2 
m, 7r 7r

1^02
MK K•K

2

1^02^1^02^1^02
[—^I(m„) —^I(mK ) — 6 /(m?i

)J

1^0 2^1^0 2
[— —

4 
/(m

1r
) — 

2 
/(mK)

^127)
/(M2)]

1^0 2 1^02^1^r;t7,^02^1 771 2
-2- mn ri • ?I i(m,)^'(MK) I(Mn) .^(4.31)—^+ 3- 772

^°
4)02rn n

The divergences contained in this will all be absorbed by the counterterms of the r4

piece of the Lagrangian.

As we pointed out, the terms of equation (4.31) are 0(p4 ). We can actually write m°2

as m2 wherever it appears in a correction to the lowest order (that is, 0(p2 )) Lagrangian,

since the difference between 772 2 and m 2 is itself 0(p2 ) and will not be relevant. We do

this in the following section, where again the Lagrangian we are deriving is 0(p4 ).

4.3.4 Contributions From £4

As opposed to self-energy loops, the £ 4 part supplies counterterms represented by dia-

gram (b) of Figure 4.1. We expand £ 4 to 0(02 ), and collect the common expressions
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together as we have done in the preceding section. Again, 0 4' is substituted for D.

The following are the structures of £4 expanded to 0(0 2 ), excluding the H1 and H2

terms, which do not contain meson fields. Notice that several of these terms vanish at

0(02 ). In the case of the first three terms, this is because ai -LU has a leading order term

of 0(0); for expressions C-9 and C-10, the explanation is that FR = Ft,L, = 0 in the

absence of the external fields.

C-1

(D"Ut D„U) 2 = 0

(Dt'UtDuU)(Do UtD,U) = 0

(D"Ut D„UlY Ilt D,U) = 0

C-4

(FPUt Du,U)(xf U + xtli . )
B0 

(a4 0.940)(m)
08B 

= Fe (7n. + 7nd + Ins) [att7r • aor + Ou'K • aii .K + a"ii • OA]

4(2m, —
e

27-4 + 3n2, 712 )
= ^ 047r • a,2 71- + a"K. • a„K + " • a„ii iF

C-2

C-3
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C-5

(D"ut D „u (x t u + tit x))
4B0 (m oa,o)

4B0 
[(rni, md) a" 71" • ( 9,7r + (rn m s ) (9" K • a^+ (rh + 2m s ) .9"7-) a„ii]3

—
4 

[m 2 a" 7r • ao7r +^a"K a „K + m2, a"n a „nn

C-6

(Xt + xUt ) 2

= 4B4 (2M -^Mc60)2

1 6B
° ( 114 )( 1 00)n

16M
 (27-11 ms) [ 2th 7r • 7r + (m+ m s ) K • K + 

3
-
2

(754 + 2m,^ ) ri • 71]Fd
8(2774 - 274 + 3rnn2 )^2

Fo^[ m, 7r 7r +^71K • K + m2 17 • II]

C-7

(X t U - XUt) 2

16Be, (mo)2
n

64Be,
- ins) 2 • n

16^on44 4m,2,mk - 6m,„2 m,12 + 4m1 - 12m,krn2 + 9m4 .17
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C-8

(x t Ux tU xUtxU t )
8B 2o (momo

t?

8B,3 4r,h2
Fd
8

7/4 71" • 7rF0

MMcbq)

7r + (th 2^2thrits ms) K • K^(ri7,2 277-1,2 )7/ • 7)

m4K K • K (2m2,74 — 3m27,72912 24( rn2n ) n • n]

C-9

(Ft,13,DPUD'UtFILI,,DmUt DuU) = 0

C-10

(FR"'UF,Vt) = 0.

In writing this list, we had to choose how to convert the quark mass expressions into

combinations of meson masses by equations (4.21) — (4.24), since these relationships are

not uniquely determined. For example, one could write equivalently

2B0 (2rh, m s ) = n2, 7,2^2mic

or

2B0 (2th, m s ) = 2m,2 — 2rn:k

The choice is made on the basis of how the expression reduces to SU(2). It is convenient

if one can just drop the nilc and mn2 masses from the expression and recover the result

derived from a strictly SU(2) treatment. (See section 5.3.1 for a discussion on the point

of using SU(2) instead of SU(3) matrices.)
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Using the above list (each list item^carrying the coefficient L i ), we collect all the

L4 structures into the canonical form

L4 tree
^8(2m,2— 2ink + 3m 2 )^8m 2

= —
1 a" 11" • a 7r ^
2^o^n^' L4 + Fi L51

^[ 8(2m 2, — 2mk + 3m,i2 )^8ink 1
+ 0"K • ajc—

1^
L4 +

2^ n^n L5

1
^

8(2m — 2mk + 3m,1) 
L4 + 

8m 2 I
+ —

2 
aAn • atm F̂ Fo2n 

L5

)—1 0 2^1712r 2ink + 3m 2
— in IT • 71" ^

6M2^]_
2 '^

16(2^

dF^n Ls + 
1 

Fd ' Ls

_1, mo w2 K . K [16(2m,2 — 2rnk + 3m 2 )^16m2, I
n_

2 —^
n^ Ls +^A Ls

Fd

1 0 2^16(2m2, — 2mk + 3m 2,i )^12g BR in, — in s ) 2
— — 72 ri •ri ^ L6 +^ L7

2 "^n^3Fd^m2
7/

64 Be.,(rn 2 + 2mD
+

3Fd^m2^Ls] . (4.32)
n

Notice that for the corrections (i.e. the terms inside the square brackets which multiply

the m 2 )) we have not bothered with the distinction between rn° 2 and m 2 .

The contributions from £4 off are not in the form of corrections to the canonical

Lagrangian. These will be dealt with in section 4.4.

4.3.5 Collecting the Terms of the Canonical Lagrangian

The sum of equations (4.20), (4.31), and (4.32) forms this renormalized effective La-

grangian:

Leff = a'r • aii 7r^• aiLK^'I' • "

1 0 2 J,^1 0 2^JK^1 c, 72) ,r) 71
2 m' 7r 71" Z ^2 mic K • K^

rti
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with

Z, = 1

ZK = 1

^8(2m r – fox + 3m 2^8m2
n L4Fd^

)
^Fix 

L5

^2 ^ m277/ 2 Tit 2

^( R^mir▪ 247 2n^ 2 ) 4872Fd ( 
R 1n^)

^

8(2m! – 27-4 + 3m 2 )^8 MIC2
^71^5L4 ^ Ln^n

2^277/ 2 772 2 mE-^7nK^rn 2 M, 2
,,  ( R + in^) + ^+ (R + 1n ' ) +

6472 Fd 
( R + in-1-1 )6471-2 Fd^itt2^3272F02 `^It2 j^,a 2

8(2ni,2 – 274+ 3m 712 )^8m2^2^2
^ /1 ^ L4 Fi L5 + 
1672n 

+ In—)it 2

,/,^16(2m„2 – 2mk + 3m,, I )^16m2 T

^8= 1 + ^ L8 + ^ .L.,z,^n^Fd
2^2^27T/ 2 M, 2

rnK^772,K^77171^771 2ir (R + 1n ' )^(R + ln^) ^ ( R + 1n-- ) )9671-2Fd^it2^4872 Fo2^ti 2^9672 Fd^la 2

JK

ZK
1 +

16(2774 – 274 + 3m2) 
L + 

16m2-=^ 71 6
FO

R L
8

^2^ 2^m2

^

M ir^TT/ 2
rnic^^(R 1n )^( R^"C64r 2 Fe,^3272 Fd^,u 2 )

^m 2^m 2

^

71^ ( R +^)1287r2Fd^it2

^J,1
6 +1 + 

16(2m,2 – 274 + 3m 2 ) 
L^

128 Bd(th – m 4 2

Z71^Fc?^3Fd^m22^
L7

97

64 /34(7n 2 + 2m!)^m2^m2
+ L8 ^

3F
^m2 ^( R + lnl-r- ) –

^77^3272Fc2,^u 2

rn 2 77,2^(m2 — 4m2) 2

+ 4872n
7^ ( R + in 

/..t
–K2 ) + 

^9672Fd 
n ( R + 1n--

77/,
 ).it (4. 33)
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With the definitions of renormalized fields and masses

?Tr = Z,r 2 7r o=^m 7r2

Kr =^K

=

2 0 2

^

=^rnK

2^0 2

^

inn=^m7171 (4.34)

the Lagrangian Leff of equation (4.33) takes the form of equation (4.17), and we have

met the goal set out at the beginning of this section. The relation

1^
= 1^x^O(x 2 )

ti 1 + x^ (4.35)

has been used to invert the Z constants, because they will only be required to O(p2 ) in

the energy expansion. Equation (4.35) is an approximation that will also be useful later.

We have established, in particular, the wavefunction renormalization Z,,- for the stan-

dard theory.

4.3.6 Mass Renormalization

From the above, one determines the mass renormalizations. Consider J, r . Multiplying

J,r /Z7r by Z.,r and keeping only the 0(p2 ) terms, one finds that the low energy constants

in the expression are renormalized according to equation (4.14), and the result for the

0(p4 ) mass correction involves only phenomenologically determined quantities:

2^ 1^rn 2
171 7r = m2 1 + ^ 3M2 In^— 77/ 7,2 In --I-7a 221 )it2967r 2 Fd

8
(4.36)((2mir2^2rrik 377/)(2-4^Lr4)^Mir2 ( 214^Lr5)) -

Each LI; constant is scale dependent, but this scale dependence cancels out of the full ex-

pression. This is easily checked by using the results of equation (4.14) and differentiating

the expression with respect to ft. Equation (4.36) reproduces the accepted result [4].

1 — x



1
1 — dc-7L, 2 E(p2 ) i n,2 •

For our particular calculation this means

= (4.40)
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4.3.7 Relation of the Constants to the Propagator

Here we indicate how the propagator is renormalized using the same constants that

renormalize the bare Lagrangian.

The full propagator, known as the 2-point Green function, is derived by computing

self-energy diagrams to the order desired, and finding that they comprise a modification

to the free propagator having this form:

i A (p) = ^ (4.37)
p2^777, 2^E (732) •

The self-energy E(p 2 ) renormalizes the bare mass. However, the propagator must itself be

renormalized again through multiplication by the wavefunction renormalization constant.

The reason for this is that the physical propagator is defined to have a pole of residue 1

at the physical mass m 2 . This mass is defined by the general relation [22]

Tr/2 = 7;,.) 1, 2^E(m 2 ).^(4.38)

In our particular case the self-energy contains no terms higher than order p 2 , so it

has the form

E(p2 ) = A + Bp2 .^ (4.39)

The coefficients A and B have the appropriate energy dimensions (being ratios of dimen-

sional quantities), and are associated with a certain order in the low-energy expansion.

A is of order 4 and B is of order 2.

In general, the wavefunction renormalization constant is given by [22]

Z = 1 1B
^

1^B
^

(4.41)
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which is correct to order p2 in the energy expansion. Any higher terms will not modify

the Green function at the order to which we are calculating it, as will be seen later.

These definitions yield the renormalized propagator from the free propagator as fol-

lows:

1
Ar 0)) = Z p2 7;2 — E(p2)

= (1 — B)

 

p2 (1 — B)— T9112 — A

  

P2^(1_B ) (7; 2 + A )

 

with, to 0(1)4 ),

p2 7n 2 (4.42)

= ( 77)12  A)^m 2m2
(1 — B)^(1 B) + A.^(4.43)

Writing relation (4.43) in terms of a mass renormalization constant, following equa-

tion (4.34), shows that

J^1 + A + B
7/2 2

ti 1 + E (

M2 
) 

m 2

so that we have both Z and J defined as functions of the self-energy.

(4.44)

4.4 Modifications Due to L4 off

We will concentrate only on the pion part of the theory henceforth. The wavefunction

renormalization Zir has been established for the standard theory by examining the form

of the 7r-field effective Lagrangian. This renormalization must be modified to account for
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the new additions to the Lagrangian. We approach the modification by calculating the

self-energies Ep, (p2 ) and Ep, (p 2 ) attributable to £4off , and seeing how they affect Z,..

First, here are the two new second derivative structures found in ,C4 off. These are

expanded to 0(0 2 ), as were the terms in list C:

(D"D,Ut Dv D,U)

Fo (allathOava,96)

( 0 2 71. a2 71.^a2K a 2 K^a2n 02 77 )
Fc?

(DA DA Ut x D"DA Uxt)
2B0 (m(aAatioo + 2alioat,0 + oatLa,o))

4^0 2^ 0 2
=^M (a2 71" • 71" &IT • ap 71") rnK (a 2K • K^&LK • a4K)

m?
2

(a2 r/ • I/ + a'n • ao)].

(4.45)

(4.46)

Note that these expressions do not have the form of a canonical Lagrangian. This is why

for ,C4off we must calculate the counterterms explicitly.

4.4.1 The Counterterms

One computes the additional counterterms by taking the matrix elements of the E4 off

interactions between states. These amplitudes, represented by diagram (b) of Figure 4.1,

are self-energies. They are written, for the pion case [22],

— 2E(p2) = (r+(p)i i fd 4x r4 off 1 7+ (P))
^

(4.47)

where the 0(0 2 ) component of r4off contributes.

Refer to equation (3.84), which gives the form of the r4 off terms. The following are

the two terms expanded to 0(0 2 ), using the results C-5 and C-8 and equations (4.45)
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and (4.46) (the rest of the structures in these terms do not contribute at this order):

P1 [ ( D"D# Ut 13 11 .13,,U — (D 4 D m Ut x^D p Uxt) — D"Ut D o UD'Ut D,U

— D"UtD„U(xtU+Utx)— (xtUxtU-FxUtxUt) —21 xtx)

(xt U — Ut x) 2

21=A
 [ 

a2 7r 52 7r + .52K • 52 K + a2 n a2n
Fd

^0 2^2^0 2^0 2
^+ 2 m^7r • 7r + 2 mK a2K•K + 2 m (92 7) • I/

0 4^0 4
^inn+ Mir ir - + mR- K•K+ inn n • n]^(4.48)

P2 [ (PI DAU tX Di4DAUXt) TYLUt D A U (xt U Ut X)

+ 
2 (

x t ux tu + xut xut) — x t x^
6

— _1 (x . — u t x) 2

4P2 o 2^0 2^0 2
[Tit a271-• 7r + mR. a2K •K+ m7, a

2 
• ri

0 ^0^0 4
rn7r 7r • + mK K•K+ 771 77 • (4.49)

We need to consider only the pion parts of these expressions. Performing a simple calcula-

tion of the type demonstrated in section 5.6 of the next chapter, we obtain the amplitudes

of these interactions between pion states. That for the first term is, using (4.47),

EPA (p2) =

and that for the second term is

4P1 2^° 2 2
Fd (I)^7n7r

 —
(4.50)

EP2(P2 ) =^
8P2 ° 2^2^° 2

mir (1) — mg). (4.51)

The first thing to notice is that these counterterms do not modify the physical mass

expression that we found, equation (4.36). This follows from equation (4.44), because
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both Ep, and Ep, vanish when evaluated at the physical mass m„,  and taken to 0(p4 ).

These self-energy counterterms are already 0(p4 ), so the difference between m,2 and 7%2

will not form a contribution.

4.4.2 Pion Wavefunction Renormalization Constant

Self-energy contributions E(p2 ) modify the wavefunction renormalization according to

equations (4.40) and (4.41):

Z ;---- 1 + —2
d

E(P2 )1. 2 •^dp^
(4.52)

Therefore, to find the modified Z„, we simply add the first derivatives of expressions (4.50)

and (4.51), evaluated at m„2 :

d
Z, --* Z, + 

2
Epi (p2 )1,4 + 

dp2
dE P2 (P2 )174^(4.53)

The P1 term vanishes, but the second term is

2^
8P2 2

^dp2 EP2(P)17/4, =^Fi; 
M
' .
^ (4.54)

Finally, then, we quote the basic result derived in this chapter, the renormalization

constant

^

8(2m! — 24c + 3m^8m2^8m2
Z, = 1^ 71^

) 
L4 ^ Foyn^Fi 

L5

2
+  ^

rr.,2M 2 TT/ 2 MK
lr^' ) + ^ (R + In .-ii-h2 - ) .^(4.55)

^

247r2F,s 
(R + In tt2^4872F02

This constant will be required in the calculation of the pion form factor.

4.4.3 Renormalized Propagator

We showed the renormalized propagator in equation (4.42). For the pion, of physical

mass m„, this is

i A17.4 (P)^p2^Tn2
^ (4.56)
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This is derived for the standard theory without off-shell counterterms. It incorporates

Zir from equation (4.33), and the self-energy implicit in that equation which leads to

the physical mass 771 72 shown in equation (4.36). The simple form of (4.56), having a p 2

term but no p4 term, is a consequence of the form of the self-energy, equation (4.39), in

the standard approach. Note that the propagator does, however, contain corrections at

0(p4 ) in the energy expansion (i.e. m 27 is 0(p4 )).

We now have finite modifications to both the self-energy and the wavefunction renor-

malization, and it is easy to apply these modifications to the propagator. Consider the

origin of the renormalized propagator, from equation (4.42):

(4.57)
A174(P)^Zir p2 7-7-4 E(p2) .

From the denominator we must simply subtract the additional self-energy counter-

terms (4.50) and (4.51)

4Pi^o 2^8P2 o 2^2^0 2E 032)^E 0)2)^F2 032 mil) 2^F(? Trt^7717r )

and we must multiply the expression by the new wavefunction renormalization

(4.58)

z, 8P^2 ^2
Zir — — 711^F 2^ir0

(4.59)

that we have found from equation (4.53). Because Z, is equal to 1 plus a small constant,

we can obtain the same effect by forming a multiplicative renormalization

1^1
(4.60)

ZPz 1—FFg 7r

and multiplying the original renormalized propagator from equation (4.56).

The modified renormalized propagator (4.56) is

i A 14 (P) 1 _ 87,1722 rni p2 _ rni + * (p2 _ 771,02 + 8* rni (p2 _ n2)(^
1

p2^7T127 +^(p2 ^m 2 ) 2 —

(4.61)
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having kept only 0(p4 ) terms. This result will be used at the end of the form factor

calculation, to verify the Ward identity.



Chapter 5

The Form Factor Calculation

5.1 Introduction

The chiral perturbation theory formalism laid out in the preceding two chapters will now

be used to examine the pion/photon interaction. Several definitions must first be made.

5.2 Definitions

The effective Lagrangian incorporates couplings to eight vector and eight axial currents

through the matrices v„ and a t, in the covariant derivative. We can study a given current

interacting with the almost-Goldstone bosons by considering it as an external probe

introduced into the otherwise purely QCD effective Lagrangian.

The electromagnetic current transforms as a vector. It is defined as follows in terms

of the gauge coupling matrices:

a 1, = 0

v„ = —eA„Q

(5.1)

(5.2)

where e > 0 is the electromagnetic coupling constant and A„ is the photon field. The

current involves the diagonal charge matrix

2
3 0^0

1
3

0 0 _ 1
3 _

Q =

  

0 0 (5.3)

81
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This matrix describes the relative strengths of the electromagnetic couplings of the up,

down and strange quarks. With these definitions, the covariant derivative originally

defined in equation (3.5) becomes

^D IY =^icA4[Q,II]^ (5.4)

and we have for the field strength tensors of equations (3.12)

Ft,R, = FR = —e (a,A, —^Q^ (5.5)

Finally, we set the scalar and pseudoscalar densities to

s = M

p = 0
^

(5.6)

where M is the quark mass matrix. These define x by equation (3.17):

x = 2B0 M.^ (5.7)

The pion electromagnetic form factors J.: and f; come from the defining equation [23]

Ff, (Pi Pi) = (Pi + Pf )µ^(1322 , Pf, (Pf — Pi) 2 )

^

(Pf^p 2f (Pf — p,) 2 )
^

(5.8)

where FT is the renormalized 3-point Green function for the electromagnetic interaction.

FT depends only on the initial and final meson momenta because of 4-momentum conser-

vation at a vertex. The right hand side is the most general possible parametrization of

this function. Thus, it consists of two independent linear combinations of the available

Lorentz vectors, multiplied by functions of the three scalars shown.

We will refer to PI (whether renormalized or not) as the 'vertex function' since it

plays this role in the language of the Feynman rules. One finds that the vertex function
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is related to the S-matrix by the following equation and definition:

je eti(Pf^pi) P`(Pi,Pf) =^Afi(Pi,Pf)
^

(5.9)

(27) 4 84 (pf —^— q) Afi (pi , pf ) = S fi (pi, pf , q)^(5.10)

where A fi is known as the invariant amplitude. The delta function enforces 4-momentum

conservation at the vertex.

The S-matrix, or scattering matrix, describes the transition from initial to final asymp-

totically free states through the interaction term in a Hamiltonian. The Dyson expansion

of the S-matrix is a fundamental result [17]:
oo

S = 1 + n1 f ex i^exn T (7-6- (xi)...7-(1(xn))
n=1

=^f d4.7-0-(x)) (5.11)

where the integral is over all space.

This definition is in terms of the Hamiltonian. We are working with the Lagrangian,

and will use

S = 1(e i f d4 s'c/ (x )) (5.12)

where i'() is defined as the covariant time-ordered product [24]. In chiral perturbation

theory the Lagrangian involves time derivatives of the fields, so one cannot trivially

replace 1-1 by —.C. The difference between the two is, however, compensated by an

appropriate definition of the time-ordering operator, leaving the same Feynman rule

formalism in place. This framework is used in scalar electrodynamics in general. Thus

the S-matrix can be computed conveniently from the Lagrangian using (5.12).

The S-matrix is a Hilbert space operator — an expression in quantum field operators.

An S-matrix element is a specific element in this infinite-dimensional matrix. The S-

matrix element (and by equations (5.9) and (5.10) the F function), is a momentum-space
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function computed by evaluating the field operator expression between particle states:

sfi = (f l s li)
^

(5.13)

where the generic f and i are the quantum numbers characterizing the states. In the

case of the pion, since it is a scalar, these are just the energy-momentum.

We will be computing amplitudes using physical particle states, but these amplitudes

will represent individual Feynman diagrams based on 'bare' Lagrangian field operators.

Mass and wavefunction renormalization relate the bare Lagrangian to the effective La-

grangian, so in the same way, they relate our perturbation theory result to the real

physical quantity. For the Green function the basic result that will be required is

FT = ZI Fµ .^ (5.14)

There is a further multiplicative renormalization — that of the coupling constant [22)

however, it can be shown to be 1 in the case under consideration, and we disregard it.

Secondly, since we will be calculating a 1-particle irreducible Green function, the mass

renormalization we have already carried out becomes an implicit part of the result, if we

just substitute the physical mass in the Green function.

5.3 The Electromagnetic Current to 0(p4 )

The electromagnetic current, which we denote Ji 1 , will be simply the field operator ex-

pression whose matrix element yields FIL. It is the current J4 which we are interested in

finding first. A general electromagnetic interaction is written

CI =^ (5.15)

where A, is the photon. The interaction Lagrangian has the form of a gauge field times

a current. Our effective Lagrangian, although it contains many other interactions as well
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(a)
^

(b)
^

(c)

Figure 5.1: Electromagnetic Form Factor Diagrams

(in fact infinitely many), contains this interaction. One has only to isolate the terms

in the Lagrangian containing the single-photon coupling eA„, and one has found the

current, by

J" = ^a(A) (5.16)

Contributions to the electromagnetic current derive from the three types of Feynman

diagrams shown in Figure 5.1. To one-loop order, these are the only distinct graphs. In

the present calculation, the external legs represent charged pions. The loops, however,

represent any of the mesons in the theory.

It is important to understand the relationship between the diagrams and the formal-

ism with which we are working, so we repeat some of the comments made in Chapter 2. In

effective field theory, a given Feynman diagram consists of contributions from all orders

of the Lagrangian. The Lagrangian denoted L2 contributes at 0(p2 ), the leading order

in the energy expansion, so it is naturally associated with the tree graph, diagram (a).

However, any higher order Lagrangian L plays the role of supplying a correction to that
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same graph at 0(pn). Using the modified Gasser and Leutwyler formalism, we have two

orders, £2 and £4 E4 off of the full effective Lagrangian. We calculate the tree diagram

from each of these Lagrangians. Then in calculating the loop diagrams (b) and (c), only

E2 applies — the reason being that these diagrams calculated using E4 E4 off would sup-

ply corrections at 0(p6 ) or 0(p8 ) in the energy expansion, according to equation (2.11).

5.3.1 Tree-Level Contribution From £2

The Feynman diagram (a) of Figure 5.1 represents the collection of all terms from the

Lagrangian having two meson fields 0 and one photon field A. It is straightforward to

extract these terms. In the notation 0(0n) used in the following, or when `0' is used in

a generic sense, the field may in general represent 0 or 0 1'0.

We expand the Lagrangian by expanding U(0), and we retain only the terms of 0(0 2 )

which are also 0(eAm ). As will be seen in the following manipulations, the power of the

matrix 0 in a trace expression is equivalent to the power of the fundamental field 71 -2 (or

Ki or 77) emerging from taking the trace. Thus we simply count powers of 0. For the

purposes of expanding U and Ut, we make use of the fact that 0 is hermitean = 0).

This means Ut is obtained from U simply by reversing the sign of the i in equation (2.8):

Ut = (5.17)

What does the Lagrangian £2 contribute to the current JIL at tree-level? The field

that we are interested in will only come from the covariant derivative-containing term of

the Lagrangian:

Fc?
—
4 

(D4 Ut

(Refer to equation (3.75).)
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We illustrate the two basic steps in extracting the current. First one expands the

Lagrangian in 0 and selects the terms appropriate to the topology of the Feynman dia-

gram in question. Secondly, one multiplies out the 0's and other matrices, takes the trace

in flavour SU(3) space, and selects again — this time for the two mesons corresponding

to the external legs of the Feynman diagram.

Here is what happens when the above term is expanded to second order in 0 to make

sure all possible 0(0 2 ) terms are uncovered:

Fd^t—
4 

(D"U AL IT)

Fo^i^1^i^i^1^1
= —4 ( [ '914(—T00 2Fc? 00) jeA'i( Fo OQ + Fo Q0 2Fd^+ 2n woi

; A (^i nrh
^(Q

^rai,r) 1
^I ‘-ith‘+ Fc 1' 2Fd^Fo^Tio 

)^

2F(?^+^---/ )

Fo
( — eA^

C11^2Qo (—a ,10) + 4̂4 OQ (—- so'i0)Fo^Fo^Fo^Fo

^0 .940) Q0 —^(---040)0QFo Fo )

ieA
= 2e2 µ^(0.911 0 — at'00) ). (5.18)

Remember that D4 Ut D t,U has the meaning (DAUt)DA U, and similarly, al-Lk = (ago) 0.
At the second step we retained the O(q 2 ) terms, and simply dropped everything else. We

will not indicate the implicit presence of extra terms of different order in these types of

expansions. (This will not be a problem, since each expansion is carried out in a specific

context with a specific extraction in mind.)

First we noted that an eA,, term from the first factor must multiply a term not

containing eA t, from the second factor, and vice versa, and then we concerned ourselves
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with the powers of 0 occurring at leading order in the two factors. The first term of the

exponential expansion is the identity. Since 01.,1 = 0, and furthermore, Q1 — 1Q = 0,

there is already one power of o at leading order throughout the expression; none but the

leading order terms contributed in this case.

We will describe in more detail the process of expanding in 0 and selecting terms. To

derive equation (5.18), one must understand the roles of the fields 0 or irz j the field A t"

the charge matrix Q, and the action of the trace and of the derivative ati .

First of all, it must be kept in mind that the exponential U forms an expansion in

matrices, which don't commute, so one must maintain the ordering in this expansion.

To emphasize that 0 is a matrix, we have written out the expansion terms explicitly,

without using the abbreviation 0 2 , for example. The important point to keep in mind is

just that atioo oatzo and Qo 0Q.
The cyclic property of the trace is used to write the matrix expressions in a convenient

form; for example, to move Q always to the front. This does not constitute any actual

re-ordering, of course.

Taking the trace of a matrix expression involving 0's reduces it to an expression in

the field operators ir i , K, and i. These are not matrices, but simply operators in Hilbert

space. The meson field operators and their derivatives freely commute, so that after the

trace has been taken, one may write equivalently aiir+r - or 71-- a4 71-+ etc. These expres-

sions are simply sequences of creation and annihilation operators (see equation (5.68),

for example, which defines the r+). On this point, it is important to bear in mind that

the Lagrangian is defined not to be normal ordered.

The ordinary derivative am = a/ax4 acts on the fields 0(x) and A„(x). (Derivatives

of the latter will be of concern when we are dealing with double covariant derivatives or

field strength tensors.) The charge matrix Q is just a constant, as is the mass matrix M.

The next step is to explicitly multiply out the matrices in equation (5.18) and take
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the trace. In the present derivation we can save a lot of unnecessary labour by taking

advantage of the fact that SU(2) is a subgroup of SU(3). If we neglect all of the fields

in the octet except for the pions, we are working with the matrix

7r o

\12-7r -
0

N/7r -f-
-70

0

0

0

0

(5.19)

which contains the SU(2) triplet of pions as a sub-matrix. In the resulting expression,

we will obtain all possible pion terms, and it is only these terms that we want.

At this stage also we apply equation (5.16). We drop the eAm from the expression

and reverse the sign to recover the following electromagnetic current:

`I2 tree
0^ a

- -
2 

trace
0 3 N/71-- o

aµ71-° -‘/O'L7r+

-OPIr°

2
-
3

2
3^0

0^- 31

(71-°0 1-L71- °

7r°^'‘(9 12 71- +

^\/(91-17r-^-am7r°

^

271- + au71- - )^-^
3
-
1
 (271-- aµ71-+

7r°^A/71--1-
-70

71-°a 1-L71- ° )

—

2^ 1_^(94,7070^2.9"7r+71-- )^-
3
 ( 2( 4 71- - 7r+ + 0m71- ° 71- 0 )3

= -

6 [
471-+aµ71- - - 271- - a#71-+ - 471- - aA71-+^271-+a"71- - ]

= - i [ 7r + .0"7r - -^0"7+ ].^ (5.20)

Note that all neutral fields disappeared, as they must in a minimal coupling to the photon.
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Let us transform this current to the Pauli basis, writing it in terms of the fundamen-

tal SU(2) fields indexed by a number (which represents the isospin component). The

transformation

7r+

7r-

— 

\12-
7r1^i 7r2

(5.21)

yields the following identity:

i (7r+a"7r - — 7r .94 7r+)^—71u 72 +

—(7r x a"0 3^(5.22)

which in the present case gives

J2 tree = ( 7r x 047)3.
^ (5.23)

The electromagnetic current of the pion always has the form of the third component of

a vector in isospin space.

5.3.2 Contribution From £4

The tree diagram (a) is comprised of all the first order interactions that we can find

in £4 and r4off, in addition to the one found in the previous section. As we will see,

contributions from these Lagrangians will correct the leading order constant term of the

form factor (i.e. 1) with terms that are 0(p2 ).

Expanding the £4 part, equation (3.76), we find that only the terms with the coeffi-

cients L4, L5, and L9 have an 0(q 2 ) component also containing ei.4„.
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The term with coefficient L4 yields the following O(eA, 0 2 ) components:

L4 (D 11 0 Do (I) (XI.^Xtif)

= L44  F (Q (WO — a'-'00)) (2BoM).^(5.24)d
A 

In taking these traces, there is a subtle point to note. Even though in evaluating (5.20)

we were able to make the replacement of the SU(3) matrix by the SU(2) sub-matrix,

we must use the 3 x 3 matrices in general, because we have renormalized for SU(3).

(One can renormalize the theory for SU(2) and work with only pions from the outset,

as illustrated in [14) Thus, for the present reduction of (5.24), it will be found that the

SU(2) substitution can be made in the first trace, because we are simply picking out the

pion fields; however, the SU(3) M matrix must be substituted in the second trace.

The factor from the first trace will be the same as that derived previously for the L2

current.

The mass matrix part is

(2B0M) = 2B0 (mu + md m8)

= 4B0 M 2Bom3

= 2m 7,2 —^3m?
^

(5.25)

using the isospin approximation (4.16), m u = md =^and applying equations (4.21)

and (4.24).

The resulting electromagnetic current is

8 (2m! — 2 K 3m2)
71 L4 (7r x a"z- ) 3^(5.26)

after transforming to the Pauli basis. Again, note the structure of the current.
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Turning to the coefficient-L5 term, the derivation differs from the above because the

mass matrix multiplies the meson fields before the trace is taken. The Lagrangian term

looks like this:

L5 (D"Ut D„U (xt U + tit X))

L5 4jeAbt ( 2/30MQ (0 'L O - alL00))'= n (5.27)

A particular quark mass from the diagonal of M will go with each field operator term.

We do the matrix multiplication, take the trace, and write the electromagnetic cur-

rent. The neutral pion terms still cancel, and the remaining terms are

J1,,' = - 8i
F? 

L5 [ 2./39 ( -
2

m i, + -
1 

md) ir+0 1`7r - - 2/30 ( -
2
mu + -

1
 md) 7r-0µm+ 1. (5.28)

3^3^ 3^3

Invoking the isospin approximation allows us to use equation (4.21), which puts an in 2

in frontfront of each of the above terms. We again use the identity (5.22) to change the pion

fields to the Pauli basis, and the expression becomes simply

ri'L5

8 m 2 
= Fi L5 (7r x 0 1'70 3 . (5.29)

Finally, we find the current associated with the L9 term. We insert expression (5.5)

for Ft,R, and FtiL,,, which we have seen are equal:

— i L9 (filthRv D 41/Dv Ut + filtiLv D t' UtD v U)

= — i L9 ( e (a,,A„ — 0,A,,) Q (D"UD'Ut + D"Ut D'U)). (5.30)

The field strength tensors contain only derivatives 0,A„, so it is not obvious that the

A4 structure will be recovered from the L9 expansion. One must consider all possible

contributions from the effective Lagrangian, which in this case means we must uncover
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the A il structure by dropping a total divergence from the Lagrangian. In section 3.3.9 it

was explained that any total divergence can be neglected; in this context, we have

(MA I, J(0))^avA„J(0) + A li a,,J(0)^(5.31)

so evidently we can make the replacement

avA t, J(0)^—^(9,,J(0)^ (5.32)

and the L9 field strength term actually gives an electromagnetic vertex contribution.

The current is derived as follows. First we expand the Lagrangian expression (5.30),

and as usual keep the terms of 0(02 ). Because of the eapA, terms, the entire expression

is of 0(ellA ). We apply relation (5.32), and in the last step we swap the dummy indices

v in one of the terms:

— i L9 (1-T,D"UD'Ut FAI,',DAUt D'U)

2ie
= — L9w (Q [avA ijaitoavo — a tiAvoli coav o n )

L9 F22ie (Q [A0,,(alloavo — A vati olioavoi)d 

= L9
2ieAp 

(Q av (a"oav — avoaA0)).Fg
From this, the current is

49 = —
4 

L9 av (a"71" X av7r)3.
Fir2

(5.33)

(5.34)

Note that the effective interaction underlying this result involves the second derivative

of a field.

This is the third and last component of the current contributed by £4.
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5.3.3 Contribution From L4 off

We consider the Pi part of equation (3.84):

Pl [ (D4 D t,UtDvD,U)

— (./YD4Utx D4 D ti uxt)

— (Di`Ut Dm UD'Ut D,U)

— (DtiUt D IY (xt U Ut X))

— 4 (X t^xUtxUt)

+ —2 (x'
+
 X)

12 (xtU — Utx) 2 ].

At 0(e/1 4 02 ), there are nonzero contributions only from the first and fourth terms. The

first term expands as

P1 (Dm Dm Ut Dv D,U) = Pl Tie2 ( 2 O'L A t, Q Nov avc6 — av

+ 4 A A Q (5 avow — avav oatto)) (5.35)

where, dropping a total divergence as we did previously, we are able to write this in terms

of the photon field without derivative:

Pl (DADA UtDvD,U) --+
2ieA 
Fd 

(Q (545200 ora2 0

  

aktoo20 — a2oamo)). (5.36)

The fourth term, following equation (5.27), is

- Pl (Trutio tiu (xtU + U t x))

A 4ieA
 ( 2BoMQ (0■94 0 — a tz 00)-Fc? (5.37)
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We substitute the matrices and reduce equations (5.36) and (5.37) to the explicit 7r 2

operator form to be used in the calculation. They yield the electromagnetic current

JPl^—Fe?^[ (aiL(9 2 71- x 70 3 + (aP71- x a271-) 3 — 27n,2(71- x ao71-) 3 }.^(5.38)

From the P2 part of the off-shell Lagrangian:

P2 [ (DPD,,Utx + D'D,Ux t)
+ (1Y UtDo U(xtU+ Utx))

2
_ (x 4.lux i4. u xutxut)

— (X t X)

—
6 (xtU — Utx) 2

only the second term contributes to the current, and this is the same contribution that

we have already seen. Thus

P2 — p8m2
—^i P2 (71- x a 14703.

5.3.4 The Tadpole Diagram

(5.39)

The tadpole diagram is diagram (b) of Figure 5.1. In our calculation there are actually

four Feynman diagrams of this form — the loop can be a pion, either charged or neutral,

or a kaon, either charged or neutral.

We begin by considering the structure of the diagram and how it is derived from

our Lagrangian. It consists of a 4-meson/one photon interaction at a single space-time

point x. There exists an interaction term of this form in the effective Lagrangian. It is

the 0(ek,04 ) term. The origin of the loop, then, is in the Wick's theorem contractions

that occur in the evaluation of the S-matrix element for two 'external' pions from this
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originating interaction. (Strictly speaking, at the end of the calculation we will be con-

sidering the 'external' pions to be off-shell. This will be discussed further in section 5.6.)

Diagram (b) is simply all single contractions of 0(eA 1,04 ) terms in £ 2 . It should be

recalled that we will not be including contractions from f 4 and G4off at all.

Our starting point therefore is the first term in the Dyson-Wick expansion of equa-

tion (5.12):

8(b) = T (+i f d 4 X,C(b)(X))

This term in the expansion contains only one space-time variable x, which is what we

require.

We proceed to extract the f(b ) interaction and derive the current from it. For illus-

tration, all the steps — expanding and collecting the terms, taking the trace, and then

forming the possible contractions — will be shown.

The interaction derives from the covariant derivative-containing part of £ 2 . As we

have seen in the expansion of f 2 leading to equation (5.18), the leading order in the

covariant derivative is at 0(0). This implies that here we only need to keep terms up

to OW) in each covariant derivative expansion, since we are interested in an OW)
expression overall. The following terms are collected (neglecting the terms without eA m ):

t—
4 

(Mg.' D4 U)

1^1 
40
 ( [ 0 ath0 2n a400 2F(1 0a40 6F(; a4000 6n 0a400 

6P1
CbOa'i

1^1ieA"(---p-(; (20+ To oQ
("°2F2 °°(2+ 6F Q 000 6n (kCb4)
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+Tio aiLc 2FeAck` 2n(kaAL° 6FeA°°c 6F,atL(k .° 6F,;°°ati°
r),,h ^\ieil t,(+ To Qo - — (b0!

Fo^2Fc?^2P7^6Fc? ti1 1̀1(1/'`" j I

ieA^1
= t̂L ( 3 Q (aP000 +^00 + 00 ,9'0)

+ 3Q (.94 000 + 0aµ00 + 000 1'0)0

+ 2 Q (000P00 + 000 04 0)

— —2 Q (9'0000 + 0aA000)

— 3 Q (00'0 - &WOO )

ieA^1^1^1^1
4Fo ( 6 Q aP0000 - -2 Q 004 000 + 2 Q 00a400 - -6 Q 000.9P0 )• (5.40)

Now the trace is taken. The use of SU(3) matrices takes, account of all possible

loops, whether pion, kaon or eta. Consider the following three examples of field operator

expressions that might emerge from taking the trace:

OP7+71- -7+7 -

0P7r -Fir -K+K-

OtLK+K - K+ K -

A contraction within the first will yield a pion loop for the pion form factor. From

the second, one will obtain a kaon loop. The third, of course, will not apply in this
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calculation, since two external pions are required. The second and third types will be of

interest in calculating the kaon form factor.

For the present illustrative example, we substitute only the SU(2) matrices and pick

out the pion loop component. However, the full expansion must be made, from which

the other components may be picked out. It turns out that only charged and neutral

kaon fields are generated. There is no eta loop in the case of the pion current.

The following, then, is the electromagnetic current with four external pion fields:

J t.t2 (470

,^1
( -4(9/L7r+7r - 7r °7r° - 8(9"71-1- 7r - ir+7r -^27r+aP7r - 7r°7r°^LIR-fa/1 7 - 7+7r - )18

1 iroro- - ( +2,9P7r+7r -^449/17r+7r-7r+7r- - 47r + .0 1-`71-- 7r° 7r ° - 87r+0 1'7r - 7r+7r- )6

1+ 
6 

( -^7r+ ir 7r°7r0 - sa it 7r ir - 7r 7r - + 27r+ DA7r - 7r °7r°^47r + 047r - 7+7r - )

1
- 18

_( +20A7r+7-7,37ro^43 1-t7r+7r - 7r+7r- - 47r+3"7 - 7r°7r° - 87r+Ol-t7r - 7r+71-- ) ]

^ [ 7r+aii7r - ir° 7r° - 0A7r+71- 7r°7r°^27r+.9 12 7r - ir+7r - - 2 a"ir+7F - 7r -Fir- 1.3P1^ (5.41)

It remains to perform all possible contractions. A contraction between two of the fields

is equal to the Feynman propagator i A rri? (x - x) = i A,72  (0). As we discovered in

evaluating these expressions, a propagator incorporating a single derivative vanishes (see

equation (4.12) ); therefore, we only form contractions among the non-derivative fields.

The following are all the non-vanishing contractions:

^ [ r+apr- 7r o 7ro _ ap,r+,7r- 7r °7r°Jrb) 0-)^3F20

+ 2 7r+ 3P7r- 7r+7r - - 2 OAR--Fir - r+r -

^+ 2 7r+.9 1'71-- 7r+7r - - 2 0 11 7r+7r - 7r -F7r - ].^(5.42)
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Remember that, as shown in equation (4.29), the exact isospin approximation means

there is actually only one propagator, with mass m,2 . Consequently, the current takes on

the same isospin vector form that we have already seen:

(b) (7r)

5i 
3Fd 

[ r+0"7r - — ir (9"r + iA,,,(o)

  

5 
3Fd (ir x aPir) 3 i Am?, ( 0 )

5 
3Fd 

(7r x 0470 3 /(77/ 27r ) (5.43)

where we have substituted the properly regularized integral /(m,2 ) defined in equa-

tions (4.3) — (4.10).

Expanding equation (5.40) in SU(3) reveals a kaon loop contribution of the same

form as the above. We do not show the details; the only difference is that when one

forms contractions between the kaon fields, one obtains /(mk). Furthermore, there is a

difference of an overall factor of 2. The contribution is

P4(b) (K)
5 

6F1 (ir x 0"70 3 (5.44)

5.4 The 2-Vertex Loop Diagram

Diagram (c) of Figure 5.1 represents two separate interactions. The derivation of the

vertex function for this diagram is in principle the same as that for the tree and (b)

diagrams — one picks out the appropriate terms from the Lagrangian and evaluates

their matrix element according to equation (5.13).

The difference is that here the process being examined is second order in the Dyson-

Wick expansion. Specifically, consider this term in equation (5.12):

S(c) = T (^j( exey 1:2 (a)(x) 1:2 (40)(Y) ) •^(5.45)
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Here the subscript (a) refers to Feynman diagram (a), the tree diagram, and the subscript

(40) denotes a 4-meson interaction. The 4-meson interaction is like that extracted in the

previous section for the tadpole diagram, except without the photon. We have actually

expanded to find £2(40) already in the context of renormalization (see equation (4.19) ).

This S-matrix term contains the two interaction vertices of diagram (c); we will find

the diagram itself if we select out the terms containing two contractions, which thus have

two external fields left over. The contractions must each be between the interaction at

x and the interaction at y. This yields the form of two propagators connecting the two

vertices to comprise the required loop. Alternative contractions lead to disconnected

diagrams. Note that there are actually two expressions constituting (5.45), each with the

order of the interactions reversed. This is the reason for the factor of 2 cancelling the 2!

from the Taylor series expansion.

Because the two Lagrangians are evaluated at separate space-time points, we cannot

put equation (5.45) in the form of a current P as we have done in the other cases. We

must evaluate the S-matrix itself. In the rest of this section we will discuss how this is

accomplished.

We could expand equation (5.45) using the results we already have, equations (4.19)

and (5.18):

S( c)
^ _ fd 4x d 4 y^(a)(x) L2 (40 (0)

— f d 4x ey jeA(x) ( Q (WO — .9'00) )(x)

1x
24n

 ( av00A,00 — av0.9,000 BoM0940 (n)) • (5.46)

and then form two contractions in all possible ways between the x and y fields, leaving

only two external fields in the expression. Doing this, contractions of the following form
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would appear:

f  d4k a i A 
rn2 (X Y) = at,^(270 4 k2 — m20 + ic • 4, (5.47)

Because of the presence of the exponential, this expression does not vanish as did the

single-derivative propagator of equation (4.12). The calculation becomes somewhat in-

volved owing to this.

However, there is no need to perform the computation from first principles. One finds

that this procedure leads to an expression involving two Feynman propagators and two

vertex factors — which is nothing but the expression one would write down using the

Feynman rules. All we really need to do is to derive the Feynman rules, a procedure which

is much simpler than the above. We compute the vertex factor for the photon/meson

interaction, and that for the 4-meson interaction. The former will turn out to be the

standard result for the photon/scalar interaction [25]

—ier a) = — ie (P4: +(

where FiLa) is the tree diagram vertex function, which we will actually be calculating
(

in section 5.6.3. The latter, Foo, we can find as well, after we have discussed how to

calculate vertex amplitudes.

For now, we write down the expression for diagram (c). The Feynman rules tell us to

construct this diagram as follows. Include

• Two momentum-space meson propagators for the internal lines

• A 4-momentum integral for the unfixed internal momentum

• An c, vector for the external photon line

• The photon/meson vertex factor —ier
)
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• The 4-meson vertex factor ir (40) .

The calculation is entirely in momentum space. We avoid the x and y integrations, and

the delta function giving q = pf — p, is implicit. Thus instead of the S-matrix element,

the above rules yield the invariant amplitude:

= d4k iA( s) (0)^(277)4 ir(40)(k,Pi,Pf) jAm20 iA77,20 (—ier(a) (k,p„pf )) €4 (q).^(5.48)

By equation (5.9), the vertex function itself is simply this expression without the factor

—ec(q):

= if (d2,4k)4 roo(k,pi,Pf) jAm2 iAm20 qa)(k,Pi,Pf)•
^(5.49)

There will be one expression of this form comprising a charged pion loop, and another

comprising a charged kaon loop. The internal lines must be charged particles because

of the electromagnetic interaction occurring in the loop; both the pion and the kaon are

allowed. The discussion of the two loops will be continued in section 5.6.6.

5.5 Summary of the Contributions

Here we collect all the contributions to the electromagnetic vertex function. We have

found the following in the form of electromagnetic current operators:

tee = (7r x 3"70 3^(5.50)

Fd^ 71̂ L4 (7r x a"703^(5.51)

28 m
; L5 (7r x a"70 3^(5.52)

4 9^—

4 
L9 av (a" ir x 3" 71-)3^ (5.53)

fl(?

z± [ (3µa2 71- x 70^03 +^"71- x a270 3 — 2rn 2 (71- x 34 70 3^(5.54)411^ (?

8 (2m 2  — 2m,f2c 3m 2 )
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d8n 
Fi P2 (71"x aP*3^(5.55)42 =

5
J(b) (7r)^3Fa i(m-2)^

x a470 3^(5.56)

5 
J(b) (K)^6n -1 (74) (7r x a47)3^

(5.57)

and for the (c) diagram we have found the vertex function expressions

d 4 k
F (c)(7) —^(27)4 r (41r) (k Pi, Pi) i Am?, j Amffi qa)(7)(k,Pi,Pf)^(5.58)

d k 
F(c) (K) = "If (27 )4 11 (2K)(27) (k, Pi, Pf) Z Amf

f
i Ani2K F_ rao) (k, pi, pf ).^(5.59)

The next stage is to calculate the bare, or unrenormalized, amplitude ft` from each

of these contributions.

5.6 Calculation of the Electromagnetic Vertex Function

The aim in this section is to calculate the 3-point Green function Fli(p i ,pf ) introduced in

equation (5.8). First we introduce the machinery needed to carry this out, then we show

the detailed steps of an example calculation whose result can be used in several places.

Finally, the various components of Fi2 deriving from the list in section 5.5 are calculated.

5.6.1 Definitions

By the LSZ reduction procedure [17], a Green function is related to an S-matrix element

for asymptotically free states. We will start by discussing the relation we will use between

Pi and the current J4 in place of that between 114 and the full S-matrix.

The relationship between the vertex function F4 and the invariant amplitude Afi is

given by equation (5.9):

—e c i,^= Afi .
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This is analogous to the relationship (5.16) we have used between J4 and the Lagrangian,

except for the fact that the polarization vector is involved in one case, and the photon

field itself in the other case. The photon field is written as the polarization vector and a

plane wave:

^= €,(q) e^ (5.60)

Therefore, instead of computing the full S-matrix element

Sfi = (r + (pf )1 i f d 4x (—e €(q)e-riql Jµ(x) 17r+(pi ))^(5.61)

- where we have indicated the explicit structure of the Lagrangian, after equation (5.15) -

we obtain the Ft` function directly, by computing the matrix element

(27 )4 (54 (pf pi^(7) FP, (pt pf q)^(7+ (pf )1^ -, 4x ea^P(x) Ir + (p i )).^(5.62)

This definition can be seen to follow from equations (5.9) — (5.12) relating Pi, the S-

matrix and the Lagrangian, equation (5.16) showing the derivation of the current Jt" from

the Lagrangian, and equation (5.13) defining the S-matrix element. For the states (f I

and of equation (5.13), we have used the properly normalized momentum eigenstates

that will be defined in equations (5.73) — (5.75) below. The issue of taking the matrix

element between these states requires some discussion.

We are interested in allowing the external legs of Pt to go off-shell, and for this

purpose we must consider how an off-shell Green function is defined.
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Consider the relationship

f d4y d4z e ippy ( 4,9 + mir ) 492 + mir )T (^(y) JP (X)^(,Z) )10) (

= N (r+ (Pf); out  J4(x)171-(13i); in)^(5.63)

which arises from the LSZ reduction procedure [17]. Here,

z) = (01T ( r+(y) J"(x)r- (z))10)^(5.64)

is the Green function in coordinate space, and N is a normalization constant. Even

though the right hand side of equation (5.63) is defined for on-shell momenta 14
py^m2, one can consider the analytic continuation of the expression on the left hand

side; nowhere in the evaluation procedure for this expression are the external momenta

explicitly required to satisfy the Einstein condition

'k
L-12 
'

L2 + rn 2 . (5.65)

In evaluating the vacuum expectation values on the left hand side, contractions are

performed according to Wick's theorem, and these contractions are cancelled through

the action of the Klein-Gordon operators, for general p, and p f . Off-shell Green functions

can be evaluated in this way. Thus, knowing that this axiomatic procedure exists and

validates our result, we will save trouble by calculating from the point of view of the right

hand side: A normal matrix element calculation between states, will be performed with

the understanding that at the end we can replace 4-momenta that satisfy the on-shell

condition (5.65) with ones that do not.

First we define the pion field operators in terms of creation/annihilation operators [17].

Real scalar fields forming the SU(3) octet 0' were introduced in equation (2.4). The
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triplet of pion fields has the representation

(x)^f dk (al(k)e k• + a i (k)e -21')

72(X) ==
^

(k)C2k•x a2 (k)e- ' 1')

7r3 (x)^f dk (al(k)ei k•s + a3 (k)e -21')
^

(5.66)

in terms of creation/annihilation operators and plane waves. These are just three general

independent solutions of the free Klein-Gordon equation. We use the notation

dk d3k
(5.67)

(27r) 0Ek

for the integration measure. Since the pion electromagnetic current ,1-4 has been written

in the numerical basis, the above operators will apply. The physical states between which

we take matrix elements, however, are the pions 7rk, 7r - , and 7r ° from the octet 0. These

are to be defined from the above operators.

The charged pion is a complex scalar; it is defined in terms of two fundamental scalar

fields in such a way that it is an eigenstate of electric charge. The pion with positive

electric charge is written as

+ (x) _= f dk [4_0 (k)eik's a(_)(k)e -2k.x1^(5.68)

where

a( ) (k) = 1 (at(k) — ia2(k))

creates a quantum of charge +1, and

1a(_)(k) =(a i (k) — ia 2 (k))

(5.69)

(5.70)

annihilates a quantum of charge —1. The operators a l and a 2 are the creation/annihila-

tion operators for the fundamental fields 7r 1 and 7r2 . The pion with negative electric
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charge is the adjoint of the above:

(x)^dk^a(+)(k)c-zi•xi^(5.71)

with

a"(k) = 1 (at (k)^(k))

1
aw(k)^(ai(k) ia 2 (k)). (5.72)

The 7r ° is just 7r3 .

We will concentrate only on the 7r+ henceforth. The 7r+ state of 4-momentum k is

created when the creation operator acts on the vacuum:

17+(k))
^ct(t+)(k) 10)

,(at (k) — ial(k))10)
Vz

and the 'out-state' conjugate to this 'in-state' is

(7+(k)1 = (01 a(+) (k)

-=(01
1

 (cti(k)^ja2(0)•

(5.73)

(5.74)

The creation/annihilation operators connect the vacuum to 4-momentum states, whereas

we will use in the calculation the normalized 3-momentum eigenstate

kr+(k)) = (27r )2 \72Ek 1 7 + ( k ))
^

(5.75)

which is defined with Ek satisfying (5.65). The relationship between any matrix elements

computed using the two different states is given by

( 7-E (Pf)1 7 (Pi)) = N (7- (P.f)1 7+ (Pi))

N^(2703 V2Epf /2Ep ,^(5.76)
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so we must include the normalization factor N when evaluating the matrix element (5.62).

We are thus equipped to find the matrix element between states lir+(k)); everything

has been written in terms of a l and a 2 creation/annihilation operators.

5.6.2 Example Calculation

Consider this definition of a generalized 'current' with three derivatives:

jAvA = (al'avIr x aA7r) 3 .

We will use JA' A as an example, and derive the amplitude

= [141413^]*

(5.77)

(5.78)

Here are the detailed steps of this evaluation. We write down the right hand side

of equation (5.62), rewrite the states according to equation (5.76), and show the states

and the current in explicit form in terms of creation/annihilation operators so that the

vacuum expectation values can be taken:

(7 ,- (pf )1 ^d 4x e- iq- ( aAavIr X aAir) 3 (x) 17+(pi ))

N (r+(pf )I^d 4 x^x 0A ir) 3 (x) lir+(pi ))

N (7r+(pf )1 f d 4x e-i". (a"avvi aA ir2 — aAri aAa'7r2 ) (x) 17+(pi ))
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= N (01 --AT.(a i (pf) + ia 2 (pf)) f cl 4 x e -2 q•x

[ (94a- f dqi (at̂ + ai(goe - igi.x)

f (a t2(q2)e^
+ a2(q2) e -i92 ')

— aA dqi (at^+ cti(qi)e -igi.x )

a"a' f d42(4(q2)eig2' + a2(a2)e -i92 ')

(at (pi) — ictl(pi)) 10)

^

(01 (ct i (pf )^ia2 (pf )) f cl 4x

f dqi (-4q11 at (qi )e iql•s —

d42 ( ig2 a .21.
( g2

) e iq2.x^ig2 a2 (9,2 ) e -i
92

.x

— 
f d41 ( igiA (qi ) e^(qi ) e-iqi s )

clq2 (—qq2 al(q2 )e iq2 • — 4q 1 a 2 (a2 )e -i92 ')

^

(al(Pi)^ia t2(pi)) 1 0 )
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3

=^(27)
d3qi ^d3q2 ^V2Epf ,/^d3I d 4x^„ 

(27r) V2Eqi (2701 0Eq2

(01 a i (pf )^[^at(qi)^a2(q2)

—^al(qi) (-4q 1 e -ig2 ') a2(q2)^( — i) a2 (pi) 10)

(5.79)

where we write all the possible terms which have a non-vanishing vacuum expectation

value. In this case, there will be only one other term (that is, having the same form as

the above). It will contain the a 2 operator from the out-state and the at operator from

the in-state.

Clearly, choosing an operator from a 7i(x) expression in the 'matrix element dictates

the choice of the other operator that will give a non-vanishing VEV. For example, if the

at is matched up with the out-state, the operator that will correspondingly match up

with the in-state is the a 2 (no dagger). Two particles are created from the vacuum and

then annihilated. A useful way to think about this matching process is to consider that

the field operators from the Lagrangian act once to the left and once to the right on the

states.

The VEV's are equal to [22]

( 0 1 a(pf)a t (qi )a(q2 )at(pi)10) = 83(pf - q1) 63 (pi - q2).
^(5.80)

After taking the VEV's and obtaining these delta functions, the next step is to integrate

over the momenta. This saturates the delta functions, the effect of which is to leave

pf and p i in place of q 1 and q 2 , respectively, in the remaining expression. When these

replacements are made, the exponential part of the expression turns out to be the same
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in the two contributing terms we have, and indeed in any non-vanishing terms in general.

It has the form
e i(pf -pi -q).x

and since the exponential is the same in each term, it can be brought out front.

Another effect of taking the q integration momenta to p external momenta, clearly,

is the cancellation of the integration measure factors with the normalization factor out

front.

Performing the momentum integrations amounts to systematically replacing all q i , 2

variables (4-momentum notation) with the appropriate pf or pi , depending on which

state, initial or final, each collected operator pairs up with.

Having taken the VEV's and done the momentum integrations, we are left with

(71-(Pf)1 fd 4 x e-iq' (.9 1-'avm- x aA 7r) 3 (x) jr+(pi ))

1 e= 
2
-^x ei(Pf-Pi-q)*T^(-107)^(i1),)0 (-11iLK)(- i)

(-KK)(i4') — i(-4,)i')(-107)

_ Jd 4x^KK1). +

= (2704 484(pf - pi — q ) [ pit.wp;■ ^pf pi;
^

(5.81)

where finally the x integral is just the definition of the 4-dimensional delta function. This

is result (5.78).

The 4-momentum which we introduced, q, is just the photon momentum, since the

delta function defines it to be the difference between the external meson momenta:

^q ^pf^Pi•^ (5.82)

This definition of q will subsequently be used.
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Having completed the evaluation of the function FA(p,,pf ), we can generalize to

assume that the momenta p, and pf of the 'external' pions do not necessarily satisfy

the on-shell condition.

We list here another result similar to the above:

( 71- (Pf)i I ex e-i g .. (al'avaAir x 7)3 (x) kr + (pi))

— (27) 4 S4 (pf — pi — q)[1 -iL 14p + pf p7 pi,' 1.^(5.83)

Now the amplitudes of all the components of the current can be computed using the

techniques illustrated.

5.6.3 Tree-Level Contributions from r 2 and £4

First consider the tree-level contributions to^given by equations (5.50), (5.51), and

(5.52). These are all of the same form, containing a single derivative, so we treat them

together.

Carrying out the steps shown in the previous section leads to this simple result for

the one-derivative current:

(7+ (Pf)i f d 4 x e'q's (7r x (9"703 1 7+ (pi))^(21)4 64 (pf pi — q)^+ py]. (5.84)

The three tree-level components form the first contribution to the overall amplitude,

by equation (5.84) — and referring to equation (5.62) to write the result without the

delta function pre-factor:

^8 (2m,2 — 27-4 3m n2 )^8m2
Free = (Pi +Pf) A [ 1 + ^ 14 + 

Fir 
L5 ]. (5.85)

This and the other components of F4 from the following sections will be collected together

in section 5.7.
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Secondly, we look at the L9 tree-level contribution — current (5.53). This consists of

two operator expressions of the type computed in the previous section, namely

au (a"71- x a-70 3^(atia-7r x A/70 3 — (a27r x aiL70 3^(5.86)

if we distribute the derivative a, and then use the antisymmetry of the cross product in

rewriting the second term. To find the matrix elements, we simply substitute these into

equation (5.78). Here is the combined result for the L9 current:

(r+ (Pf)1 I cl 4x^4,9 Ir+ (Pi))

4L9
= (27 ) 4 64 (Pf pi — q) ^ —(Pi + Pf) 4 Pi•Pf +^p2f^Pf Pi

2 1. (5.87)

Note here that the extra pi and py factors do not multiply the same quantity, so we

are confronted with an unusual structure not consistent with the (p i + pf ) 4 form factor.

If one is considering on-shell external momenta

2^ =,2^
1167r
^ (5.88)

then the expression does simplify, taking just the form

(pi + pf^(q2)•^ (5.89)

If one is considering general off-shell external momenta, then one must introduce the

second form factor f; and the structure (pf — pi ) 4 . The expression (5.87) can be rewritten

in two terms which conform to the two required structures. It is not difficult to show

that

(132 + Pf) µ Pi •Pf — pi p2f^p tfi

1^ 1
—2 (P , +^— ) 2 + (pf — A) µ^— (5.90)
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so that our general off-shell amplitude is (again writing equation (5.87) in the form of F 4

without the delta function):

F19
2L9
F2 1^q2^(Pf^11) (^— 4 ) (5.91)

5.6.4 Contribution From £4 off

For the off-shell part, we have the P- i contribution from current (5.54) and the P2 contribu-

tion from current (5.55). To calculate the former, we make use of equations (5.78), (5.83),

and (5.84), respectively, for the three terms of the current. We obtain

4P1
F2 [ (11-'^P° P2f )i 

(pi 1).2f^)

2771,27 (pi + PI)]

4P1^
Pfr [ p2 + 4 - 2m2„^(5.92)

The P2 current evaluates to

F 4A
8m2
Fi P2 (Ps + NY, (5.93)

and evidently both components contribute to the f: form factor only.

5.6.5 Contribution From the Tadpole Diagrams

The calculation of the (b)-type amplitude is exactly the same as that already done for

the tree-level amplitude. We use equation (5.84). The result, however, contains the

divergent loop integral /(m 2). This divergence will ultimately cancel with the same

divergence supplied by the (c) loop diagram.
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Evaluation of currents (5.56) and (5.57) yields the expression

55^.
F(b ) = (pi + NY` [ ^ i(n!)^6n i(rit,2,)]

5m 2^ 2^5m:i2(
= (1) pf )µ   (R In ;)^9672n (R 

487r 2 F(?
(5.94)

Notice that the tadpole diagrams do not contribute anything to the (pf — A)µ part of the

form factor. This is unlike the (c)-type diagrams, whose structure is more complicated.

We compute these diagrams next.

5.6.6 Contribution From the 2-Vertex Loop Diagrams

Let us start with the pion loop diagram. From equation (5.58), the expression we have

for the Green function FP' for this diagram is

d 4 k 
F(c)( )^(27)4 

F(47)(k,Pi,Pf)jAn2(k,Pi,Pf)jAnq r (k,Pi,Pf) 1 (..)00(k,Pi,Pf). ( 5 . 95 )

We have found in section 5.6.3 that the tree diagram vertex function is

(a)(7) =^+ r
^

(5.96)

Now we must derive the Feynman rule for the 4-pion vertex. We know that the internal

lines of diagram (c) must be charged particles to interact with the photon; hence we are

interested in the 71- + 7r - - - 71-+ r - vertex. We take the matrix element of the interaction ,021470:

(r+ (k i )r - (k2)I i f d 4 x .C 2 (470(x) 1 7+ (/31) 71- (P2)),
^(5.97)

which will be the S-matrix element for pion elastic scattering, to first order. In the

expansion of L 2 (4,) (from equation (4.19) ) we can neglect all but the charged pions.
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Doing this, we obtain

£2 (4r) =  1 ( (9'00,00 — av04, 000 + BoM0000 )
24n

1
=6n [ alz7r+7r -a4 7r+7r - + ir+a"ir -7r+a„ir -

^

— 2a 4i7r+a„71-- 7r+7r - + m2,r 7r+71-- 7r+7r - ].^(5.98)

Now using the steps shown in section 5.6.2, it is not difficult to evaluate the amplitude

shown in equation (5.97). One uses the rule that each operator acts twice on the initial

and final state operators — once to the right with its positive-frequency component, and

once to the left with its negative-frequency component. The fact that there are two pions

in the initial and final states means there will be twice as many matches of operators as,

for example, we found in section 5.6.2. The result is the vertex amplitude

(7r + (k1)7r(k2)1 i I ex £2(47) kr + (/)07 (P2))

z
= (270 4 S4 (ki + k2 — P1 — p2) 3n [ 2n1,, + 14+ 14+ 14+ 4- 3(pi - k2) 2 ] (5.99)

after some manipulations have been done to reduce the set of 4-vector dot products to

just squares plus the quantity pi.. k2.

We have thus found the Feynman rule for the vertex:

1

0
F(4,) = 

3F
^2 [ 277272 + A + A + /4 + q - 30, - k2)2].^(5.100)

Equations (5.96) and (5.100) are to be substituted into equation (5.95), along with

the momentum space expressions for the propagators — these latter are not, of course,

the evaluated contraction Rm 2 ), but just the free propagators:

i
i Anqr (P ) =^2^2^• •p — m + if

We assign the momenta according to Figure 5.2. This choice, because of its symmetry,
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q

pZ

k

pf

Figure 5.2: 2-Vertex Diagram Momentum Assignments

is most convenient for evaluating equation (5.95), which becomes:

Fro 00

d4k 2k 4 [2m! +^+^+ (k + q) 2 + (k — q) 2 — 3(k +^)2]

^

3Fir? J (27r) 4^[ (k + 2 q) 2 —^+^[(k — - q) 2 —^+ ic]

We introduce dimensional regularization as defined in equation (4.3) to evaluate this.

When the dimension has been generalized to d, we can assume the integral converges,

and can use the symmetric integration argument. Most of the terms in the integrand are

odd in k, and will not survive symmetric integration. Thus we are left with the integral

2Zµ4-d^ddk^lc- (p i + pf )
^=  ^ (5.101)

(c ) (")^ I (2r)d [ ( k  202^rni][(k^— nqr].

This can be evaluated by introducing a Feynman parameter to change the product of

factors in the denominator to only one factor; then one can reverse the order of integra-

tion, and apply the dimensional regularization formula first, then finally integrate over

the Feynman parameter. The result will form two expressions, one contributing to the

form factor ft, the other contributing to f;.

•
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Before proceeding to do this evaluation, we show the analogous integral for the charged

kaon loop. Recall that we expanded E2 (40) to extract the ir+7r - 71-4- 7r - interaction. Doing

the same thing to extract the K+K-7+7 - interaction, we find

1
f 2 (2K)(27r) =^[ 245r K+ K .912 7+^+ 2K+ 494 .117 - Opir -

6F 2

—a"K+K- 7r+a,h 7r - — K+a"K - ati 7r+7r-

- al-w+atiK - 7+7r - — K+ K- aAir+a,7 -

+ (m2, + mk)K+K - 7r+r - ]• (5.102)

The evaluation of the scattering amplitude

(7r+ (k 1 )K- (k 2 )1 i I ex £2(2K)(27) 1r+ (P1)K- (P2))^(5.103)

proceeds in the same way as that leading to equation (5.100), and the end result has the

same form as that equation:

1
11 (2K)(27r) = 6F2 [ M72^ni2Kpi + p2 +^— 3(pi—k2)2].^(5.104)

Clearly, substituting this vertex factor into equation (5.59) and again using the momen-

tum assignments shown in Figure 5.2, we end up with an integral that closely matches

our preceding result:

r ddk^k • (pi + pf )
(5.105)^(c) (K)^Ft? j (2 ,70d [(k+ q)2 —^][(k _) 2 — rnic]*

The differences are only the particle mass and a factor of 2. (Compare equations (5.100)

and (5.104) ).

Let us therefore evaluate equation (5.101), the pion loop integral. Introducing a

Feynman parameter in the standard way yields

2i1L4-d f ddk^1^k• (pi + pf )
F"^—  ^(2^1)!^dx  ^(5.106)

( c ) (10 ^f 
ddk
 o^[ (k + -21 q) 2 — 2x1c•q — mfl2*
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We must perform a shift of integration origin to eliminate the dot product in the de-

nominator. In the present case, a variable shift would not be allowed in four dimensions,

because the integral is quadratically divergent [26]. However, in dimensional regular-

ization, one is allowed to shift the variable of integration regardless of the degree of

divergence of the integral in four space-time dimensions [20]. The shift and the formal

evaluation of the integral can be carried out freely after one has regularized the integral,

and only at the end does one move back to 4 dimensions.

We shift k as follows:

to arrive at the integral

1
k^k+(x--

2
)q (5.107)

2itt"^
ddk 1 1 dx k4 k. (Pi Pf )^(x 2) 2 gµ q . (Pi +p1) 
(27r)d o^[k2 + x(1 — x ) q2 — 77-4]2

—^(7) +̂ (c —2) (7)

^ (5.108)

where, again, we have dropped terms odd in k. The integral is comprised of two terms,

to which we refer using the subscripts (c-1) and (c-2).

The momentum integrals in equation (5.108) can be evaluated easily by applying the

dimensional regularization formula (4.4). We show the results separately for the two

terms.

For the first term, we take advantage of Lorentz covariance to write [21]

^d d k^f (k 2 ) = f d d k^k 2 f (k 2 ).^(5.109)
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This allows us to use formula (4.4). The integration yields

(c-1) (7)
2ir4-d f l d r d d k

k2 (Pi + P.f)A 

n Jo x J (270d d [k 2 + x(1 - x)q 2 - mfl 2

/1"^ 74 F(1 + 1)F(1 -
n(27r)d (Pi +Pfr^dx dr(DF(2 ) [x( 1 - x)q2 mV-2

it
4-d^1^F(2 -

Fd(4701 (Pi +N)µ/0 
dx (1^c) [Trtr x(i^x)q2]1 _4 •

We took the limit d -÷ 4 where d appeared in the factor (-1) 1- 4 yielding the overall

sign. The gamma functions have been reduced using formula (4.6) to the single gamma

function with argument (2 - 1), as we require in order to follow precisely the same

procedure shown in equations (4.8) — (4.9) for the integral /(m 2 ). We group the d's to

write
d

47fµ 21
(P/ Pf ^f dx^x(1 x)q21 ( m,?, - x(1 - x)q 2 )2 2 F( (12

( c-1)

^

^-167 2 Fd Jo

so that we can carry out the expansion around d = 4. Just as in the case demonstrated

previously, the form is

zlir,a2)

(^
1 

lim^F(c).
M2 ) c - 1

Consequently we obtain

F"^(Pi +Mit /1^ 2^- x)q 2
dx [m om x(1 — x)q 2[[R^In (m om

 x- )1^(5.110)
(c-1) (7 )^167r2Fg 0^ p2

with the same divergent constant R.

Finally we integrate over x. This integration yields

(,) = (Pi +P.Wt

1
m2 2

[ (6774 - q 2 )(R ,(4m - q 2 ) H( rf) — —
3

q 2X 
9671.2a p2
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with

H(a)^dx In (1 - ax(1 - x))

-2 + - 1 cor l \/-4-a - 1 (0 < a < 4)

-2 -I- -
r
In^ + iT- 0(a - 4)] (otherwise).V1-1+1a

(5.112)

Loop (c) has introduced an imaginary component into the energy expansion, which is

necessary to make the S-matrix unitary, but is absent from tree-level calculations [10].

We now address' the second term of (5.108). This part gives the f; form factor

contribution — notice that

e q • (P, + Pf) = (Pf -^(4 -

We may use formula (4.4), even though we have in this case

firn (q - w - t)^lim (2 - -
d

)^0.
d—>zi^ d-+4^2

This is because although the formula gives a divergent result for d^4, we have a

prescription for handling the divergence in this limit. It will be seen below that the final

analytic expression we derive is of the familiar form containing R.

In d-dimensional space-time, we integrate to obtain

r (c-2) (r)
2iµ4-d r1 dx r d d k (x _ 2 (pf

.10^J (27r)d^[k2 + x(1 - x)q 2 - mfl 2

2f/4-d 1^1 
2 
^F(2 - 1) 

Fd(471- )1
^ (pi -Pi) ( .14 4)^dx (x^)

2 [m,? r -7 x(1 - x)q 2 ] 2- 1

-1
(Pf Pi) 4 (14 13,)^dx (x^1 )2 ( ^47rit2 )2F(2 - ). (5.113)

87r 2 Fd^2^7)-4 - x(1 - x)q2
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Again, we expand this around d = 4. The expansion proceeds along the same lines as in

equations (4.8) — (4.9), giving the same leading order divergence. We have for small €

(47r,u 2
A/2^) F ( E )

(47re m m2 ) F( e )

^2[1 -I- E In ( 47/1 ) + OW)] L E ^+ OW]m2

2m1
-
6 

+ In 47 In^+ 0(6)
it2

m2
= - [R + 1 + ln—/12 . (5.114)

Hence, performing the x integration,

= (pf AY' 
(4 ^

(x 
1
 )2
^x(1 — x)q 2 )

2 
[R + 1 + In ( n4rIl (c--2) (70^87r2Fd^o^ /12

(967r2Fo) 
[ R^1

3
 + In2— (4 r1 — 1) H(—q  )1. (5.115)

,tt^rrq,

This completes the evaluation, from equation (5.95), of the pion loop described by Feyn-

man diagram (c).

In addition, there is the kaon loop coming from result (5.59). The two contributions

from the kaon loop analogous to results (5.111) and (5.115) simply have rtqc substituted

for trt!, and differ by an overall factor of 2.

Combining the pion and kaon loop components, we obtain the final result for the

(c) diagram contribution:

F(,) = (Pi d pf )i

1
X^[ 2(6M ir2 - q2 )(R + In 2)^2(4m,,2 — q2 ) H ( - ) —

2 2

192712n^ ft2^ Mir

^

,1 2^ 2

^

+ (6 74^q2)(R + ^( 474 , q2) H si
, 

2 ) —^itt2
K^

k

= (Pi -PO'
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(Pf P2) (I) —2

,2 4 21 ^{ 2q 2
(R + 1 + 1n

M2
7r) 2(q 2 — 4m!) H(-4) — —

3 
q

X 192r 2 Fd
2

q2 (R + 1 + ln MK )^(q 2/12

,2
LIM/2c) H( m 2 )

2
3

(pi pfy

1 rn 2^2
^ 12M,2 (R^6mZ (R^— 3q 2 R)1927 2 Fd

q
2 M 2^2^2

F
—^(2F ( ir

/^F(ni ^
))o^q2 it

fl/
2^

q 2

(Pf - Pi) µ (14
1^1^in2 ni 2^,n4 74( 3R)^2F(^ )^F(  q

^)]I_ 1927 2n^ q2^2 / 2 )

(5.116)

where it is convenient to introduce the function

q
2 rn2

/12^1927r2
 [ 

3^ -^772,
1^m2^,2

_  ^(1 — 4-7 ) H( i )^lnL-2- .^(5.117)

In the next section we will see that the form factors are written in terms of only the

function F() and the phenomenological constants.
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5.7 The Form Factors

5.7.1 Vertex Function Result

To obtain the physical Green function we must apply the wavefunction renormalization

rT =

We also substitute Fir for Fo . Since the difference between these is of 0(p2 ), this change

will not affect the energy expansion at the order to which we are working. From equa-

tion (4.55), the renormalization constant is

8(2m27 — 2mic + 3m 772 ) ,^8m2^8m2
Z7r = 1^ -/-,4   P2n^Fi 

L5^
T-177

T/2 2 ir2^rn 2^m2

^

+ ^2471-2 F71.2
( R + ln

M

/1 2 ) + 48
-
72

A
F
-

,̂2 
(R + ln=1--12( ).

All of the form factors from the 114 components we have calculated consist of 0(p2 ) terms

except for that from IT',.„, which also contains the leading term 1. Thus, to the order that

our result is valid, only

amplitude (5.85) is

rr tree = (Pi + Pf
m 2^ 277/K^ 817/2

n7r P2 ]• (5.118)[ 1 + ^ (R^) ^ ( R^In '"K^247r 2 F1^487r2n^/12

In adding all the contributions we have collected, we observe that the R terms all

cancel, except for one that renormalizes the constant L9. In fact, considering first the

(pi + pf )P part, all the terms that do not contain q2 vanish. We collect the following

terms from equations (5.94), (5.116) and (5.118):

in2

487r 2 F,̂
[ 5 + 3 + 2] m„2 ( R^lnir )

2
+ 967r

1

2n 
[ 5 + 3 + 2] mIc (R + 

m
) = 0.

ITr„ is actually modified by this renormalization. The corrected
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The only term left containing R is

R q2
647r 2 F,

which is contributed by the (c) loop diagram, equation (5.116). Similarly, in the (pf

part there is the R term

R (1,2 — p)
647r 2n^f

contributed by the (c) loop. These terms serve to renormalize the L9 constant according

to the result from equation (4.14):

^L9 = L9 ^ R.
1287r 2

The bare L9 is brought into both fj- and f; parts of the vertex function by contribu-

tion (5.91).

Summing all the contributions, from equation (5.118) above and from equations

(5.91), (5.92), (5.93), (5.94) and (5.116), we find that the P2 dependence cancels out

of our final expression. The total vertex function is

^, —2L^
2^2^2 rri 2,

^opim m71^F( qrnic h )(

^

i + q
2^

r^‘."- k 7r —2- i^2 ' ii2^Ff.' = (Pi + Pf ) 4 [ - ' -"F?^9^q^it

4P1

^

( P;^
2^

2m7r2

4- (1).f^PO 4
n )
^ [ 2L9 22F(^, m2 ) — F( 2 it2 )

rnic ^
q^

2 ,..„2
(5.119)

1

1
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giving

rn2 „2^„2
= 1 + 

n2

2- [ 2Lr9 —^—^
„2 

. -K )]^4P1 (
q2 / µ2^q2 / /1 2 + 4 - 27.27 )

Fg ^[ 2Lr9 2F( m2 F̂ (  m2 , 2 ) .^(5.120)
rn  772 2^2^2nix mic= ( q2 y2^q

The f; form factor contains the same functional form as f, . This is a result that must

hold because of the Ward identity, as we will see in the following section.

5.7.2 Discussion

The constant L9 characterizes what is known as the pion charge radius; measurement of

the charge radius pins down the numerical value to be used in the form factors.

We discover that the constant Pi is not renormalized by loop divergences. In the

language of the renormalization program shown in equation (4.1'4), the gamma constant

associated with P1 vanishes:

"),^= O.^ (5.121)

The same does not necessarily hold for the constant P2. One cannot exclude the pos-

sibility that the P2 counterterm might be required in the renormalization of a different

n-point Green function taken off shell. In fact, renormalization of new parameters has

been reported in the off-shell generalization of chiral perturbation theory in the nucleon

sector [13].

On shell, with g = pf = mom, equation (5.119) reproduces the established result [4, 9]:

1
2 2^2m 2

M irir[ 2Lr^2F(—
2

m x
F

m2
=

F2
—

9^2 /^2
(^

/ )

I

q q ft
(5. 1 22)

Off shell, we have generated a new contribution to the form factor parametrized by

P1 . The modified Green function still satisfies the Ward identity.
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We can make the observation also that fi-rE and f; are scale-independent; differenti-

ating with respect to it yields zero. This is unaffected by the presence of P i , since the

constant is unrenormalized.

The structure

(D"DpUt Dv D,U)

that we parametrized by P1 in equation (3.77) has appeared previously in simple models

of QCD [27, 28, 29]. From the models, numerical values have been estimated for all of the

low energy constants. The number associated with the above structure can be translated

into the P1 we have defined [30], and for completeness, we quote the estimate:

P1 =967r2 = 3.2 x 10 -3^(5.123)

where IV, = 3 is the number of colours in QCD. This value is of the same order of

magnitude as the other low energy constants; for example [10], L9 ( itt = my ) = 7.1 x 10 -3 .

5.8 Verification of the Ward-Takahashi Identity

The Ward-Takahashi identity connecting the 2- and 3-point Green functions is [17]

(A,Pf)^Ai:1(73f)^AnA)
^

(5.124)

where q = pf — pi is the photon momentum. This identity is a consequence of electro-

magnetic current conservation, apit, 0.

To check the identity we substitute result (5.119) and equation (4.61) giving the

propagator. First, since

qµ (pi +N) µ = -^—P;)

qti oof^= q 2^ (5.125)
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we see that the normal on-shell component common to the two form factors

m2
—^

rn2
[ 2Lr9^(^—7r)^F( q2722 )

^

2F,^
/12

cancels from the left hand side of the equation. This leaves the left hand side

4Pq,^pf) = (4—^[1 +^1^+ pf - 2m,2) ^(5.126)
/79

The right hand side, then, is

AnPf - AnPi)
2 4P1 lft,n22

7717, d- F2 7

4P1 2

rn "

p2
^ \2

pi + rn 
2
ir^n^- mir

2
)

2^2 ^F4P: 091 
— 24m,2 — p4 + 2g 71172 )

= (4 —^[1 + 4P1 (^+ Pf — 277-172 )1 .^(5.127)

Our result satisfies the identity. The solution of the identity requires that P1 terms enter

both the propagator and the 3-point function.

One can see that in the absence of the P1 and P2 terms considered in the present

treatment, we would have obtained result (5.122) for f,-r, the unchanged f; from (5.120),

and the propagator (4.56). Together, these satisfy the identity' by leaving the left and

right hand sides equal to (8? — .
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Summary and Conclusions

We have addressed the question of how chiral perturbation theory can be used to calculate

a general Green function with one or more legs off shell. This has been done using the

theory for the pseudoscalar meson octet including electromagnetism, and the result has

been a successful characterization of off-shell behaviour within this theory.

The electromagnetic vertex function for the pion has been computed, assuming an

off-mass-shell interaction. The calculation has been based upon the full effective chiral

Lagrangian to 0(p4 ) unrestricted by the 0(p2 ) equation of motion. This Lagrangian

we have had to derive by invoking the usual symmetry arguments and examining all

possible structures, including those built upon a symmetry-breaking mass term. After

making sure to eliminate all non-independent structures, we have found that there are

two extra terms usually omitted from the £2 + £4 Lagrangian. With the inclusion of

these terms, renormalization of the theory has had to be modified. We have evaluated

the new wavefunction renormalization constant for the pion, and derived the modified

pion propagator.

Our result is presented in equation (5.120), which lists the electromagnetic form

factors. There has indeed been a modification to the standard on-shell form factor g.
The low energy constant that we have called P1 enters the form factor, and describes the

off-shell behaviour through a term proportional to

pi? — 2m!.

The effect vanishes when the pions are on shell. The range of validity of this result is of
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course limited to reasonable values of (p 2 — rn,2 ), because it is derived from an effective

theory.

The Ward-Takahashi identity has been checked and is found to be satisfied. The

solution of this identity is an important check, and gives us confidence in our result.

To study the issue further, one can use a reasonable estimate for the constant P 1 to

calculate the magnitude of deviation from the on-shell form factor as the interaction goes

off shell. Meaningful predictions can in fact be made of this P 1 effect, since a numerical

estimate for the parameter exists.

Many experiments have been done and are being done involving electromagnetic inter-

actions of pions; for example, pion photo- and electo-production, Compton scattering,

and analysis of meson exchange currents in nuclei. A possible candidate for showing

an off-shell effect is pion Compton scattering. The s- and u-channel diagrams for this

process include two half off-shell vertices. In other processes as well, there might be an

observable contribution from this virtual effect, but the experimental question is whether

it can be isolated unambiguously.

On the theoretical side, one must examine other processes to which the constants

P1 or P2 might contribute, apart from the electromagnetic vertex. A phenomenological

constant is particularly useful if it can form a constraint in the comparison of independent

processes. It is an interesting question whether or not these new parameters will have any

net effect in any observable at 0(p4 ), the present state of the art for chiral perturbation

theory.
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